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800 Lincoln Way, Ames, Iowa 50010       515-239-1111 












TO:  Dennis Prouty, Director 
  Legislative Services Agency 
 
FROM: Nancy J. Richardson, Director 
 
RE:  Iowa Code section 307.47 Equipment and Vehicle Report 
 
 
Attached is the Equipment and Vehicle Purchase Report for Fiscal Year 2007 as 
required by Iowa Code section 307.47.  The report is sorted by our accounting object 
codes.  The object codes help you sort the equipment into general categories.  The 
following list will help you understand the codes: 
 
 Object  Description 
 
701 Self Propelled Vehicles 
702 Road Equipment & Trailers 
703 Large Office Furniture & Files 
704 Shop Tools & Small Equipment 
705 Engineer, Survey & Measuring Equipment 
706 Copiers, Fax & Communication Equipment 
707 Computers & Related Equipment 
 










 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2007 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   PONUM   EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   -----   ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 701 - SELF PROPELLED VEHICLES             CHARLES GABUS FORD 
   185079  07|A01C: SEDAN, COMPACT 4-DOOR                                   9         $11,548.00        $103,932.00 
           07|A03A: FULL SIZE STANDARD CAB PICKUP - ORANGE                 36         $13,741.00        $494,676.00 
           07|A03D-2: FULL SIZE EXTENDED CAB PICKUP-STD COLOR               1         $18,390.00         $18,390.00 
           07|A03E: COMPACT EXTENDED CAB PICKUP-ORANGE                     40         $13,932.00        $557,280.00 
           07|A03H: COMPACT EXTENDED CAB 4X4 PICKUP-ORANGE                  1         $16,788.00         $16,788.00 
           07|A05: LARGE STANDARD HD PICKUP - ORANGE                        1         $18,984.00         $18,984.00 
           07|A05A-1: LARGE STD HD PICKUP CAB/CHASSIS- ORANGE               1         $18,452.00         $18,452.00 
           07|A05Z: LARGE EXTENDED HD PICKUP HIGHWAY HELPER                 1         $26,788.00         $26,788.00 
           07|A06A: CREW CAB/CHASSIS - ORANGE                               1         $23,343.00         $23,343.00 
           07|A06B: CREW CAB/CHASSIS 4X4 - ORANGE                           1         $26,253.00         $26,253.00 
   185194  07|A05F:LARGE EXT HD CAB/CHASS W/FLATBED & HOIST                 1         $21,582.00         $21,582.00 
           07|B051-8: FLATBED BODY & HOIST INSTALLED                        1          $4,551.00          $4,551.00 
   188769  07|A05H:PICKUP, HD EXT DIESEL CAB/CHASSIS W/DRW                  1         $30,985.00         $30,985.00 
                                           COUNTRY CYCLE 
   186325  07|A35: KAWASKI MULE 3010 4X4 4WD UTILITY VEHICLE                3          $7,841.00         $23,523.00 
           07|A35 OPTION NO.1 - WINCH: BRAND MILE MARKER                    1            $390.90            $390.90 
                                           DEWEY FORD INC 
   183615  07|A02C: STATION WAGON, COMPACT                                 17         $12,480.00        $212,160.00 
   185077  07|A04A: FULL SIZE EXTENDED LENGTH 2-PASS VAN                    3         $20,207.00         $60,621.00 
                                           ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
   191727  AIR BAG ON-OFF SWITCH AND ADD. COMPONENT COST                   30            $168.00          $5,040.00 
           INSTALLATION COST FOR AIR BAG ON-OFF SWITCH                     30             $69.50          $2,085.00 
                                           EZ-LINER INDUSTRIES 
   182973  07|A09A: CENTERLINE PAINT STRIPER TRUCK                          1        $261,329.00        $261,329.00 
                                           KARL CHEVROLET INC 
   185083  07|A03D-1: FULL SIZE EXTENDED CAB PICKUP-ORANGE                 18         $18,600.90        $334,816.20 




 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2007 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   PONUM   EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   -----   ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 701 - SELF PROPELLED VEHICLES             KARL CHEVROLET INC 
   185083  07|A06C: CREW CAB/CHASSIS 4X4 W/DUAL REAR WHEELS                 1         $28,201.50         $28,201.50 
                                           LUJACK SCHLIERBROCK CHEVROLET CO 
   185082  07|A01B: SEDAN, MID-SIZE 4-DOOR FFV                              7         $16,160.45        $113,123.15 
                                           O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 
   181616  07|A07: SINGLE AXLE SNOW REMOVAL TRUCK                           1         $73,428.00         $73,428.00 
   181804  07|A12: INTN'L 7400 SFA 6X4 TANDEM AXLE TRUCK 2007               1         $85,405.00         $85,405.00 
   189254  07|A08:LD SIGNING TRUCK                                          2         $56,129.00        $112,258.00 
           07|A08UPFIT: CRANE INSTALLATION & HYDRAULIC SYSTEM               2          $4,488.00          $8,976.00 
   190754  07|A13B: USED MY2000 FREIGHTLINER MODEL FL70                     1         $25,450.00         $25,450.00 
                                           PAT CLEMONS CHRY-PLYM 
   185078  07|A04G-1: EXTENDED FWD 7-PASS MINI-VAN - FFV                    5         $18,119.89         $90,599.45 
           07|A04G-2:EXTENDED FWD 7-PASS MINI-VAN-FFV W/HITCH               2         $18,329.89         $36,659.78 
                                           RUETER'S RED POWER, DENNIS MASSIER 
   185402  07|A38: HD TOOL CARRIER LOADER W/OPTIONS NO.1,2,3                1         $86,520.31         $86,520.31 
   185403  07|A38: HD TOOL CARRIER LOADER W/OPTIONS NO. 1 & 2               1         $86,520.31         $86,520.31 
                                           STIVERS FORD 
   184765  07|A01A: SEDAN, ENFORCEMENT                                     30         $20,286.00        $608,580.00 
   185504  07|A05A-2:LARGE STD HD CAB/CHASS W/FLATBED                       1         $18,765.14         $18,765.14 
           07|B051-8: FLATBED BODY INSTALLED                                1          $2,225.00          $2,225.00 
           07|A05A-3:LARGE STD HD CAB/CHASS W/FLATBED & HOIST               1         $18,765.14         $18,765.14 
           07|B051-8: FLATBED BODY & HOIST INSTALLED                        1          $4,886.00          $4,886.00 
                                           UNIVERSITY OF IOWA PHYSICAL PLANT 
   190185  08|A04S: USED 1999 FORD E350 CUBE VAN W/12' BODY                 1          $9,800.00          $9,800.00 
                                           USA ATTACHMENTS INC 
   187522  07|A27: THUMB ATTACHMENT BETTERMENT - 18" WIDE                   4          $1,399.00          $5,596.00 
           07|A27: THUMB ATTACHMENT BETTERMENT - 18" WIDE                   4          $1,399.00          $5,596.00 




 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2007 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   PONUM   EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   -----   ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 701 - SELF PROPELLED VEHICLES             USA ATTACHMENTS INC 
   187522  07|A27: THUMB ATTACHMENT BETTERMENT - 18" WIDE                   4          $1,399.00          $5,596.00 
                                           WICK'S STERLING TRUCKS INC 
   187530  07|A25A: STERLING, TRUCK CHASSIS                                 1         $68,424.00         $68,424.00 
                                           WINDRIDGE IMPLEMENTS LLC 
   185273  07|A37A: JCB 416HT MD TOOL CARRIER LOADER                        1         $75,241.05         $75,241.05 
   185274  07|A37A: JCB 416HT MD TOOL CARRIER LOADER                        1         $75,241.05         $75,241.05 
   185275  07|A37A: JCB 416HT MD TOOL CARRIER LOADER                        4         $75,241.05        $300,964.20 
                                           YMH-TORRANCE INC    - DES MOINES,IA 
   184248  02|A48: YALE, FORKLIFT, 9,000 LB. GAS                            1         $35,704.37         $35,704.37 
   186269  07|A48: USED 5,000 LB. LPG FORKLIFT TRUCK                        1         $14,700.00         $14,700.00 
 
 *TOTAL OBJ 701 - SELF PROPELLED VEHICLES 
                                                                                                      $4,284,890.05 
 
 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS            BADGER BODY & TRUCK EQUIP CO 
   187547  07|B042: BODY, UTILITY                                           1          $3,792.00          $3,792.00 
                                           CAPITAL CITY EQUIPMENT 
   181794  07|B650: TRAILER, 20-TON LOWBED W/WINCH                          7         $16,412.00        $114,884.00 
   190154  08|B650: FELLING TRAILER, 20-TON LOWBED W/WINCH                  2         $16,412.00         $32,824.00 
   190176  07|B649: FELLING TRAILER W/RIGID GOOSENECK                       1         $21,649.00         $21,649.00 
                                           CENTRAL TRAILER SERVICE LTD. 
   181875  07|B660: TRAILER, VAN BODY                                       1         $27,661.00         $27,661.00 
                                           CENTURY MANF. & REBUILDING CENTER, INC. 
   181737  05|SANDBLAST AND PAINT 15-TON TRAILERS                           4          $1,260.00          $5,040.00 
                                           CONNOR TRUCKING OF IOWA INC 
   185381  07|B646: USED 1991 FLOWBOY TRAILER                               1         $13,000.00         $13,000.00 
                                           COUNTRY CYCLE 




 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2007 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   PONUM   EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   -----   ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS            COUNTRY HOME PRODUCTS 
   190905  08|B388: MOWER, FIELD AND BRUSH                                  4          $1,309.10          $5,236.40 
           07|B388: MOWER, FIELD AND BRUSH                                  3          $1,309.10          $3,927.30 
   191164  07|B388: MOWER, STRING TRIMMER                                   1            $629.10            $629.10 
                                           CRANES & EQUIPMENT CORP 
   184993  07|B056: CRANE, ARTICULATED TRUCK MOUNTED                        2         $20,195.04         $40,390.08 
                                           DUO LIFT MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 
   182476  04-5-6|B574: DUO LIFT TRAILER, ANTI-ICE                         18         $11,932.00        $214,776.00 
           04-5-6|B574: DUO LIFT TRAILER, ANTI-ICE                         18         $11,932.00        $214,776.00 
           04-5-6|B574: DUO LIFT TRAILER, ANTI-ICE                         18         $11,932.00        $214,776.00 
           04-5-6|B574: DUO LIFT TRAILER, ANTI-ICE                         18         $11,932.00        $214,776.00 
           04-5-6|B574: DUO LIFT TRAILER, ANTI-ICE                         18         $11,932.00        $214,776.00 
           04-5-6|B574: DUO LIFT TRAILER, ANTI-ICE                         18         $11,932.00        $214,776.00 
   183481  ANTI-ICE OUTFITTING FOR B574 TRAILERS                            4          $5,125.00         $20,500.00 
           ANTI-ICE OUTFITTING FOR B574 TRAILERS                            7          $5,201.00         $36,407.00 
   185202  07|B574 STAINLESS STEEL TANK MOUNTING SYSTEM                     6          $2,678.57         $16,071.42 
   187451  02|B644: DUO LIFT SING/SIGNAL TRAILER                            7          $4,214.00         $29,498.00 
           02|B644: DUO LIFT SING/SIGNAL TRAILER                            7          $4,214.00         $29,498.00 
           02|B644: DUO LIFT SING/SIGNAL TRAILER                            7          $4,214.00         $29,498.00 
   190146  08|B644: DUO LIFT TRAILER, SIGN/SIGNAL                           1          $4,214.00          $4,214.00 
   190148  08|B574: TRAILER, ANTI-ICE                                       1         $12,707.58         $12,707.58 
           ANTI-ICE OUTFITTING FOR TRAILER  $5,125                          1          $5,458.13          $5,458.13 
   191770  04-5-6|B574: DUO LIFT TRAILER, ANTI-ICE                          1         $12,707.58         $12,707.58 
                                           ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
   188247  08|B291: LIGHTBAR, HIGHWAY HELPER                                1          $1,377.26          $1,377.26 
                                           ELLIOTT EQUIPMENT CO. 
   182880  06|B524: FAIR BRAND SNOW BLOWER, LOADER MOUNTED                  1         $49,655.00         $49,655.00 
                                           ELLSBERRY CO INC DIV BED-SHED MFG 




 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2007 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   PONUM   EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   -----   ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS            ELLSBERRY CO INC DIV BED-SHED MFG 
   187996  07|B622: TOPPER, PICKUP, DRIVER'S SIDE COMPARTMENT               1            $682.00            $682.00 
           07|B622: LID, PICKUP FIBERGLASS                                  1            $590.00            $590.00 
           07|B622: COVER, PICKUP ROLL-TOP                                  1            $325.00            $325.00 
                                           EZ-LINER INDUSTRIES 
   187919  07|B301: D1 ZERO-VELOCITY BEAD APPLICATION SYSTEM                1          $6,652.80          $6,652.80 
   187920  07|B301: D2 ZERO-VELOCITY BEAD APPLICATION SYSTEM                1          $6,652.80          $6,652.80 
   187921  07|B301: D3 ZERO-VELOCITY BEAD APPLICATION SYSTEM                1          $6,652.80          $6,652.80 
   187922  07|B301: D4 ZERO-VELOCITY BEAD APPLICATION SYSTEM                1          $6,652.80          $6,652.80 
   187923  07|B301: D5 ZERO-VELOCITY BEAD APPLICATION SYSTEM                1          $6,652.80          $6,652.80 
   187924  07|B301: D6 ZERO-VELOCITY BEAD APPLICATION SYSTEM                1          $6,652.80          $6,652.80 
                                           FIVE STAR COOPERATIVE 
   183294  07|B103: CONVEYOR, SALT                                          1          $4,900.00          $4,900.00 
                                           FORCE AMERICA INC 
   186141  AC HYDRAULIC POWER SYSTEM, SELF CONTAINED                        1          $1,519.20          $1,519.20 
                                           FOUNDATION MECHANICS INC 
   189246  07|B308:FALLING WEIGHT DEFLECTOMETER SYSTEM                      1        $132,000.00        $132,000.00 
           07|B042:UTILTIY BODY, SPECIAL FOR FWD SYSTEM                     1         $12,000.00         $12,000.00 
                                           HAWKEYE TRUCK EQUIPMENT 
   184793  07|B051: OMAHA STANDARD 20'6"X 96" PLATFORM BODY                 1          $4,035.00          $4,035.00 
                                           HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
   187452  05|B641: LANE UTILITY TRAILER                                    3          $2,875.00          $8,625.00 
           05|B641: LANE UTILITY TRAILER                                    3          $2,875.00          $8,625.00 
                                           HENDERSON TRUCK EQUIPMENT 
   181857  07|B569: WEDGE SHAPED TANK FOR SPRAYER, ANTI-ICE                41          $1,696.00         $69,536.00 
           07|B569: WEDGE SHAPED TANK INSTALLATION KITS                    41            $681.00         $27,921.00 
   182288  07|B569: WEDGE SHAPED TANK FOR SPRAYER, ANTI-ICE                 1          $1,696.00          $1,696.00 




 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2007 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   PONUM   EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   -----   ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS            HENDERSON TRUCK EQUIPMENT 
   183266  07|B569: WEDGE SHAPED TANK SYSTEM, ANTI-ICE                      1          $1,696.00          $1,696.00 
           07|B569: WEDGE SHAPPED TANK INSTALLATION KITS                    1            $681.00            $681.00 
   185004  07|B569: WEDGE SHAPED TANK SYSTEM, ANTI-ICE                      7          $1,696.00         $11,872.00 
           07|B569: WEDGE SHAPPED TANK INSTALLATION KITS                    7            $681.00          $4,767.00 
                                           HENKE MANUFACTURING CORP 
   181792  07|B508: SNOW PLOW, HYD REVERSE STRAIGHT                        23          $3,236.00         $74,428.00 
           07|B531: SNOW PLOW, HYD REVERSE FUNNEL                           2          $3,910.00          $7,820.00 
   191464  08|B508: PLOW, SNOW HYD REVERSE STRAIGHT                        22          $3,282.64         $72,218.08 
           08|B531: PLOW, SNOW HYD REVERSE FUNNEL                           1          $3,966.36          $3,966.36 
                                           HOUGE UPHOLSTERY 
   187995  07|B622: PICKUP TOPPER SWISS MODEL E-COM-CH                      2            $589.00          $1,178.00 
                                           JOHN DEERE NO. AMERICA AG MARKETING 
   181790  07|B379: MOWER, GARDEN TRACTOR JOHN DEERE X500                   1          $4,711.24          $4,711.24 
   190090  08|B379: MOWER, RIDING                                           2          $4,407.24          $8,814.48 
   191465  07|B377: MOWER, DISC JOHN DEERE 265                              3          $6,884.09         $20,652.27 
           07|B377: MOWER, DISC JOHN DEERE 265                              3          $6,884.09         $20,652.27 
                                           JOHN THOMAS INC 
   184406  07|B073: ATTENUATOR, CRASH TRAILER                               6         $23,647.00        $141,882.00 
                                           KWIKI CAR WASH 
   191266  07|B622: UNICOVER ALUMINUM TOPPER                                1            $826.00            $826.00 
                                           LOGAN CONTRACTORS SUPPLY (DES MOINES) 
   191836  06|B102: HUSQVARNA SAW, CONCRETE                                 1         $12,765.00         $12,765.00 
                                           LOWE MANUFACTURING 
   182941  06|B004: LOWE MODEL 1650 XL AUGER HEAD ATTACHMENT                3          $1,551.71          $4,655.13 
                                           MIDWEST WHEEL COMPANIES 
   187206  07|B495: SIGNAL, ARROW                                           5            $397.60          $1,988.00 
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 ---                                       ------ 
   PONUM   EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   -----   ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS            MONROE TRUCK EQUIP 
   187184  07|B042: WARNER BODY, UTILITY ITEM-1                             1          $3,965.00          $3,965.00 
           07|B042: WARNER BODY, UTILITY ITEM-3-D                           1          $4,406.00          $4,406.00 
           07|B042: WANER BODY, UTILITY ITEM-3                              1          $3,816.00          $3,816.00 
           07|B042: WANER BODY, UTILITY ITEM-4                              1          $3,235.00          $3,235.00 
   191708  08|TAILGATE SANDER BETTERMENT                                    6          $1,807.44         $10,844.64 
                                           MOSS BROTHERS INC 
   188181  07|B032: BLADE, TAIL 3PT 10FT BLADE                              6          $3,500.00         $21,000.00 
   190904  08|B032: BLADE, TAIL 3PT 10FT BLADE                              1          $3,500.00          $3,500.00 
                                           NORTHERN TOOLS & EQUIPMENT 
   183562  AC HYDRAULIC POWER SYSTEM, SELF-CONTAINED                        1          $1,359.12          $1,359.12 
                                           O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 
   181616  07|B040: 4-YARD BODY                                             1          $7,454.00          $7,454.00 
           07|B589: WINTER TAILGATE, DUAL DISCHARGE                         1          $8,713.00          $8,713.00 
           07|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      1          $9,544.00          $9,544.00 
   181727  07|OPTIONAL: INSTA-CHAIN ROTOGRIP AUTOMATIC TIRE                 1          $2,098.00          $2,098.00 
   181804  07|B041: CRYSTEEL HD CUSTOM 8 YARD 13 FT DUMPBODY                1         $10,813.00         $10,813.00 
           07|B589: WINTER TAILGATE - DUAL DISCHARGE                        1          $7,198.00          $7,198.00 
           07|B540: UNDERBODY SNOWPLOW                                      1         $11,366.00         $11,366.00 
           07|B518: MEDIUM DUTY REAR WING - RIGHT                           1          $6,187.00          $6,187.00 
   189254  07|B051-14:FLATBED BODY AND RELATED APPARATUS                    2          $4,231.00          $8,462.00 
                                           QUAD COUNTY IMPLEMENT INC 
   186425  07|B294: QUICKE O65 LOADER ATTACHMENT                            1          $9,000.00          $9,000.00 
                                           RENTAL SERVICE CORP 
   190980  08|B292: LIFT, SCISSOR USED 2001 GEWIE                           1          $4,300.00          $4,300.00 
                                           RUETER'S RED POWER, DENNIS MASSIER 
   185402  07|B081:2.5 YARD SAE HEAPED BUCKET - OPT NO. A38.1               1          $5,425.32          $5,425.32 
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 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS            RUETER'S RED POWER, DENNIS MASSIER 
   185402  07|B079: GRAPPLE BUCKET ATTACHMENT - OPT NO. A38.3               1          $9,604.81          $9,604.81 
   185403  07|B081:2.5 YARD SAE HEAPED BUCKET - OPT NO. A38.1               1          $5,425.32          $5,425.32 
           07|B078: PALLET FORK ATTACHMENT - OPT NO. A38.2                  1          $3,755.76          $3,755.76 
                                           SCHMIDT ENGINEERING & EQUIP. CO. 
   182881  06|B504: WAUSAU, PLOW, SNOW DOWN-PRESSURE                        3          $8,759.00         $26,277.00 
   189474  07|B504: SNOW PLOW W/DOWN-PRESSURE, WAUSAU                       4          $8,759.00         $35,036.00 
                                           SCHULTE USA INC. 
   189580  07-08|B381: SCHULTE MOWER, 6-FT 3PT 540 RPM                      4          $4,386.21         $17,544.84 
           07-08|B381: SCHULTE MOWER, 6-FT 3PT 540 RPM                      4          $4,386.21         $17,544.84 
           07-08|B383: SCHULTE MOWER,10-FOOT FLEX-WING 540RPM               9         $13,073.78        $117,664.02 
           07-08|B383: SCHULTE MOWER,10-FOOT FLEX-WING 540RPM               9         $13,073.78        $117,664.02 
                                           SIGNALISATION VER MAC, INC. 
   190180  07|B643: VERMAC TRAILER, SIGNAL TAFFIC                           1          $7,500.00          $7,500.00 
                                           SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 
   190340  08|B573: SPRAYER SPECIALTIES, 3-PT-150-3WE-LBF5                  7          $1,616.00         $11,312.00 
                                           STAR EQUIPMENT LTD 
   191837  08|B320: WHITEMAN MIXER, CONCRETE                                1          $2,837.83          $2,837.83 
                                           STEPP'S MANUFACTURING CO 
   191701  08|B261: STEPP HEATER, PREMIX 1.3 CU YD                          3          $9,130.00         $27,390.00 
           07|B261: STEPP HEATER, PREMIX 3.0 CU YD                          3         $13,527.00         $40,581.00 
           07|B261: STEPP HEATER, PREMIX 3.0 CU YD                          3         $13,527.00         $40,581.00 
                                           TRAFFIX DEVICES INC 
   187232  07|B073: SCROPION TLR  ATTENUATOR, CRASH TRAILER                 2         $19,000.00         $38,000.00 
                                           TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 
   186742  07|B293: LIFT, TAILGATE PICKUP MOUNTED                           3          $1,197.00          $3,591.00 
                                           V-14 TRUCK & AUTO SERVICE DIESEL REPAIR 
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 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS            V-14 TRUCK & AUTO SERVICE DIESEL REPAIR 
   187523  07|B621: US TARP TARP, AUTOMATIC 13 FT BODY                      8            $780.00          $6,240.00 
           07|B621: US TARP TARP, AUTOMATIC 14 FT BODY                      1            $780.00            $780.00 
                                           WATERS EDGE MARINE 
   190495  07|B638: SHORELANDER BOAT TRAILER WITH BUNKS                     1            $674.00            $674.00 
                                           WHELEN ENGINEERING CO 
   185995  07|B291: LIGHTBAR, 49 INCH 10 LIGHT ENFORCEMENT                 30          $1,074.00         $32,220.00 
           07|B495: SIGNAL, ARROW                                          30            $475.55         $14,266.50 
   188129  08|B495: SIGNAL, ARROW, TRAFFIC ADVISOR IA1652L                  1          $1,188.00          $1,188.00 
                                           WICK'S STERLING TRUCKS INC 
   187530  07|B055: ELLIOTT, 70 FT WORKING HEIGHT AERIAL BOOM               1        $149,225.00        $149,225.00 
           07|B394: ELLIOTT, POLE GRAB ATTACHMENT                           1          $5,724.00          $5,724.00 
                                           WINDRIDGE IMPLEMENTS LLC 
   185273  07|B081 OPTION NO.1: ACE 2.0 YD SAE HEAPED BUCKET                1          $5,385.67          $5,385.67 
   185274  07|B081:OPTION NO.2: ACE 2.25 YD SAE HEAPED BUCKET               1          $5,732.34          $5,732.34 
   185275  07|B081:OPTION NO.1: ACE 2.0 YD SAE HEAPED BUCKET                4          $5,385.67         $21,542.68 
           07|B078: OPTION NO.3: ACE PALLET FORK ATTACHMENT                 4          $3,927.29         $15,709.16 
                                           WINTERVIEW INC 
   189250  07|B640: TRAILER, TANDEM AXLE FLATBED                            1          $2,579.00          $2,579.00 
                                           YEAR-A-ROUND 
   191165  07|B378: MOWER, WALK-BEHIND SICKLE BAR                           1          $1,650.00          $1,650.00 
 
 *TOTAL OBJ 702 -ROAD EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS 
                                                                                                      $3,450,539.71 
 
 703 -LARGE OFFICE FURNITURE & FILES       WRIGHT LINE LLC 
   188007  WRIGHT LINE EQUIPMENT CABINET                                    1          $2,304.54          $2,304.54 
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 *TOTAL OBJ 703 -LARGE OFFICE FURNITURE & FILES 
                                                                                                         $63,158.92 
 
 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            ANDERSON SCALE COMPANY INC 
   183271  07|DB03: GP SERIES 12K BALANCE READABLE TO 0.1G                  1          $2,203.50          $2,203.50 
           07|DB03: GP SERIES 20K BALANCE READABLE TO 0.1G                  1          $2,359.50          $2,359.50 
                                           ANKENY ACE HARDWARE 
   184036  07|DG07: GENERATOR, COLEMAN MAXA 4000 GAS                        3            $459.99          $1,379.97 
   184476  07|DG07: COLEMAN POWERMATE PREMIUM 5K GENERATOR                  1            $589.00            $589.00 
   186433  07|DG07: GENERATOR, COLEMAN MAXA 4000 GAS                        1            $459.99            $459.99 
                                           ARNOLD MOTOR SUPPLY - AMES 
   183811  07|DT52: IH DIAMOND LOGIC BUILDER FLEET SOFTWARE                 1            $989.98            $989.98 
           07|DT52: TRUCK MASTER DIAGNOSTIC'S FLEET SOFTWARE                1          $1,069.98          $1,069.98 
           06|DM02: TUBING BENDER FOR UP TO 2 INCH TUBING                   1         $16,445.98         $16,445.98 
                                           AUTOMOTIVE RESOURCES INC 
   182284  FY06/DT13: HIGH REACH TABLE AIRHETRA MODEL TT-2000               1          $5,949.38          $5,949.38 
                                           AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE EQUIPMENT LLC 
   183259  JUMP STARTER/CHARGER 12 VOLT FMB1224                             1          $1,498.00          $1,498.00 
                                           CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY 
   181974  DH06: BREAKER 35# CP-1210-S W/MUFFLER 1"                         1            $835.00            $835.00 
   182320  07|DD52: DRILL PRESS                 JET #JDP-20MF               1            $769.99            $769.99 
           07|DS07: BANDSAW,                    JET #HVBS 7MW               3            $825.00          $2,475.00 
   182322  07|DD52: DRILL PRESS               JET #JDP-20VS-1               1          $2,189.99          $2,189.99 
   183028  07|DD32: DRILL, HAMMER, PNEUMATIC 45# CP-0032-A1                 1          $1,349.50          $1,349.50 
           07|DH06: BREAKER 60# CP-1230-S W/MUFFLER 1-1/8"                  2            $895.50          $1,791.00 
   184652  07|DP92: PUMP, GREASE GUM   LINCOLN #989                         1            $637.00            $637.00 
   184857  07|DD30: DRILL, MAGNETIC EVOLUTION MUSTANG 3500X                 2            $841.75          $1,683.50 
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 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY 
   190175  08|DS07: BAND SAW, JET #HVBS 7MW                                 4            $794.00          $3,176.00 
   190191  08|DT75: MASTER TOOL SET 480 PIECE, S*K 86038B-1                 1          $2,872.00          $2,872.00 
   190230  08|DC01: WATERLOO TOOL ROLLER CABINET - 56" RED                  3          $2,679.00          $8,037.00 
           08|DC01: WATERLOO TOOL ROLLER CABINET - 56" RED                  3          $2,679.00          $8,037.00 
   190389  08|DC01: WATERLOO TOOL ROLLER CABINET - 56" RED                  1          $2,679.00          $2,679.00 
                                           CAPITAL SANITARY SUPPLY CO INC 
   184818  07|DM43: FLOOR SCRUBBER WITH 17" ROTARY BRUSH                    1            $853.87            $853.87 
                                           CARQUEST OF ANKENY,IA 
   182414  07|DJ06: JACK 8-1/2 TON AIR LIFT SCISSOR NORCO                   1          $3,930.30          $3,930.30 
                                           COOPER RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 
   180458  06|D77S: SP&R FUNDS, NAT ATTACHMENTS(D30028)307                  1         $20,380.91         $20,380.91 
           06|D77S: SP&R FUNDS, NAT ATTACHMENTS(D30028)321                  1         $32,503.16         $32,503.16 
                                           CRAFTSMAN 
   184342  07|DT75: TOOLSET 1197 PIECE W/CHEST AND ROLI-AWAY                1          $6,560.85          $6,560.85 
           07|DT75: TOOLSET 1197 PIECE W/CHEST AND ROLI-AWAY                1          $6,560.85          $6,560.85 
           07|DT75: TOOLSET 1197 PIECE W/CHEST AND ROLI-AWAY                1          $6,560.85          $6,560.85 
   190192  08|DT75: TOOL SET, MASTER CRAFTSMAN 377 PIECE                    1            $795.94            $795.94 
                                           FISHER SCIENTIFIC CO 
   183745  07|DS47: SIEVE, SHAKER 12 IN ROTAP                               1          $1,967.43          $1,967.43 
                                           GEMPLER'S 
   182978  07|DC60: HOSE CABINET FOR HYDRAULIC FITTINGS                     1            $357.00            $357.00 
                                           GILSON COMPANY, INC. 
   184473  07|D04A: LA ABRASION MACHINE                                     1          $7,750.00          $7,750.00 
   189643  07|DM78 CEMENT MIXER ASTM C305                                   2          $2,860.00          $5,720.00 
                                           GRAINGER #803100312 PURCHASING 
   181814  07|DW02W: WASHER HOT WATER, 120 VOLT MI-T-M DIESEL               1          $1,648.58          $1,648.58 
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 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            GRAINGER #803100312 PURCHASING 
   181814  07|DW02W: WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT MI-T-M DIESEL               3          $2,110.60          $6,331.80 
           07|DW02W: WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT MI-T-M DIESEL               3          $2,110.60          $6,331.80 
   182979  07|DP95: PUMP TRASH GAS # 4VV66/6HP                              1            $855.00            $855.00 
                                           GRAY AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS CO 
   182412  07|DJ11: JACK 10 TON AIR/HYD SERVICE  GRAY FSJ-200               1          $2,310.00          $2,310.00 
           07|DJ31: JACK 1 TON TRANS LOWLIFT  GRAY MM2000A/HS               1          $2,497.00          $2,497.00 
                                           HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION EQUIP INC 
   184856  07|DL35: LOCATOR, MAGNETIC RYCOM 8879                            2          $2,902.50          $5,805.00 
                                           HUMBOLDT MFG. CO. 
   183126  07|D35F: SP&R FUNDS, FREEZE THAW UNITS                           2         $16,500.00         $33,000.00 
           MOLDS FOR FREEZE THAW UNIT                                       6            $225.00          $1,350.00 
                                           HYDRO TEK 
   181817  07|DW02W: HYDRO TEK WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT NG                3          $2,525.00          $7,575.00 
           07|DW02W: HYDRO TEK WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT NG                3          $2,525.00          $7,575.00 
           07|DW02W: HYDRO TEK WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT NG                3          $2,525.00          $7,575.00 
                                           INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY 
   189687  DC51: AIR COMPRESSOR  24HP 208V 3 PHASE                          1         $21,616.00         $21,616.00 
                                           JOHN DAY COMPANY 
   183142  07|DC01: CRAFT 46" TOOL CHEST 9-59313                            1          $1,495.00          $1,495.00 
           07|DC01: CRAFT 46" TOOL CABINET 9-59314                          1          $1,405.00          $1,405.00 
   190193  08|DT75: TOOL SET, MASTER CRAFTSMAN 1103 PIECE                   1          $4,199.00          $4,199.00 
                                           LAMCO SLINGS & RIGGING, INC. 
   186145  07|DH61: HOIST,  ELECTRIC CHAIN 2 TON DES MOINES                 1          $2,633.59          $2,633.59 
   186148  07|DH61: HOIST,  ELECTRIC CHAIN 2 TON MASON CITY                 1          $3,015.46          $3,015.46 
   186149  07|DH61: HOIST,  ELECTRIC CHAIN 2 TON PERRY                      1          $2,878.18          $2,878.18 
                                           LINWELD, INC. 
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 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            LINWELD, INC. 
   184434  07|DW10: WELDER MIG, MILLERMATIC 350P PULSE                      3          $2,828.29          $8,484.87 
           07|DW10: WELDER, MIG      MILLERMATIC     #251                   3          $1,714.25          $5,142.75 
           07|DW10: WELDER, TIEG MILLER SYNCROWAVE  200                     1          $1,720.00          $1,720.00 
           07|DW11: WELDER/GENERATOR PORTABLE MILLER 185 6000               2          $2,069.00          $4,138.00 
           07|DW12: WELDER SPOT MILLER #LMSW-52T 220                        1          $1,504.31          $1,504.31 
                                           LOGAN CONTRACTORS SUPPLY (DES MOINES) 
   184436  07|DC44: COMPACTOR VIBRATOR PAN, WACKER WP-1550AW                3          $1,845.00          $5,535.00 
           07|DHO6: BREAKER 90# ATLAS COPCO ATC TEX P90S118                 1          $1,007.00          $1,007.00 
   184437  07|DB40: BREAKER/DRIVER - ELECTRIC BOSCH BRUT                    3          $1,625.00          $4,875.00 
   184438  07|DB40: BREAKER/DRIVER GAS PIONJAR #130                         1          $3,625.00          $3,625.00 
                                           MIDWEST SAFETY COUNSELORS INC 
   190609  07|DM84: RK GX-2001 GAS AIR MONITOR, 4 GAS SYSTEM               28            $553.71         $15,503.88 
           AC CHARGER               49-2163RK                              28             $37.16          $1,040.48 
           DC CHARGER W/ CIGARETTE LIGHTER PLUG 49-2157RK                  28             $54.57          $1,527.96 
           CAL KIT INCLUDES: CAL CAP, 34L CAL GAS,                         28            $291.54          $8,163.12 
                                           MIDWEST WHEEL COMPANIES 
   185385  07|DR45: A/C SYSTEM FLUSHER W/UNIVERSAL ADAPTER                  1          $1,548.00          $1,548.00 
                                           MYERS TIRE SUPPLY OF AKRON, OH 
   183812  O7|DR21: RAMP TRUCK 20 TON 18" TREAD WIDE OTC 5269              20            $380.00          $7,600.00 
           07|DH30: HANDLER CLUTCH                 OTC #5018                1            $678.00            $678.00 
           07|DJ10: JACK 10 TON FRAME AIR JACK     OTC #1591A               2          $1,037.00          $2,074.00 
           07|DJ11: JACK 10 TON AIR/HYD  SERVICE   OTC #5110                3          $2,237.00          $6,711.00 
           07|DJ26: JACK 10 TON PORT-A-POWER COBRA OTC 1519A                2            $448.00            $896.00 
           07|DJ31: JACK 1 TON TRANS LOWLIFT       OTC #5019                2          $1,524.00          $3,048.00 
           07|DP52: PULLEY SET & BOARD    OTC #1675 & #1620                 2          $1,028.00          $2,056.00 
           07|DP52: PULLEY SET & BOARD    OTC #1675 & #1620                 2          $1,028.00          $2,056.00 
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 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            MYERS TIRE SUPPLY OF AKRON, OH 
   183812  07|D36B: AIR BRAKE SERVICE SET OTC 5054 AND 5038                 1            $452.00            $452.00 
           07|D2: FAN CLUTCH WRENCH SET OTC 7885 AND 7925                   1            $401.00            $401.00 
           07|DT50: HYD, 50 GALLON FLOW TESTER     OTC #4235                1          $1,584.00          $1,584.00 
                                           NESSA, INC. 
   182464  DT41T, TANK,  925 GAL ACE W/DOMED ENDS, W/NO SUMP                1            $674.00            $674.00 
                                           NEWARK ELECTRONICS 
   188012  07|DO21: OSCILLOSCOPE, MAKE TEKTRONIX                            1          $2,995.00          $2,995.00 
           MANUAL,TECH; SERVICE; TPS2000 SERIES                             1            $265.00            $265.00 
           MANUAL,TECH; SERVICE; TPS2000 SERIES                             1             $55.00             $55.00 
           PASSIVE PROBE                                                    1            $375.00            $375.00 
                                           NOGG CHEMICAL & PAPER CO 
   184792  07|DS48: FLOOR SCRUBBER WINSOR 17" WIN SC 17D2                   1          $3,504.55          $3,504.55 
                                           NORTHERN TOOLS & EQUIPMENT 
   184432  07|DG07: RV QUIET DIESEL GENERATOR, 7.5K WATT                    1          $5,674.91          $5,674.91 
                                           NOTT COMPANY 
   185005  CRIMPER: PARKRIMP 1 (* HY DIES)                                  1          $2,890.00          $2,890.00 
                                           O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 
   189254  06|D08A: HYDRAULIC GENERATOR INSTALLED                           2          $3,036.00          $6,072.00 
                                           P & P SMALL ENGINES (MAC AWARD) 
   182977  07|DS17: STIHL TS-400S-14" CUTQUIK SAW                           3            $795.00          $2,385.00 
   190608  07|DA51: GAR POWERED STIHL POST HOLE AUGER                       1            $828.00            $828.00 
                                           PARKER RESEARCH CORP. 
   189078  07|DM32: MAGNA-FLUX MODEL B300 CONTOUR PROBE                     3            $430.00          $1,290.00 
                                           PUCKETT TOOL & FASTENERS INC(NOW ACME) 
   189030  07|DG07: PORTABLE 2K HONDA GENERATOR EU2000I                     1            $826.26            $826.26 
   191127  08|DD52: DRILL PRESS     ELLIS MODEL 9400                        2          $2,094.00          $4,188.00 
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 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            ROCKMOUNT RESEARCH & ALLOYS, INC. 
   184480  07|DC76: CUTTER, PIN ROCKMOUNT AIRAXE TORCH 9830                 3            $918.75          $2,756.25 
                                           SAFETY-KLEEN CORP - DES MOINES,IA 
   181771  07|DW05W: WASHER, PARTS - RECYCLING                              1          $1,500.00          $1,500.00 
   181774  07|DW05W: WASHER, PARTS - RECYCLING                              1          $1,500.00          $1,500.00 
                                           SCHABEN INDUSTRIES 
   182402  DT38T, TANK, 5000 VERTICAL 102D X 152 NOR5000VERT                4          $1,852.99          $7,411.96 
                                           SHERWIN WILLIAMS-CEDAR RAPIDS 
   184475  07|DP03: STAINLESS PAINT POT AND GUN GRACO                       1          $2,928.82          $2,928.82 
                                           SKIDRIL INC 
   184440  07|DB40: BREAKER/DRIVER GAS SKIDRILL BG                          1          $4,000.00          $4,000.00 
                                           SNAP-ON INDUSTRIAL - ANKENY,IA 
   182529  07|DP52: PULLER SET               SNAP-ON CJ2000SB               1          $2,902.45          $2,902.45 
           07|DW29: IMPACT WRENCH AIR 1"     SNAP-ON AT1125EL               1            $649.46            $649.46 
                                           SOLINST CANADA LTD. 
   190692  07|D66M:3001 LT LEVELOGGER-WATER DEPTH LOGGER-GOLD               1            $595.00            $595.00 
           07|D66M:3001 LEVELOADER GOLD (RS232/USB)C/W CABLES               1            $596.00            $596.00 
                                           SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 
   181826  DT38T, TANK, 2500 VERTICAL  90D X 100H ACE                       3            $783.00          $2,349.00 
   181827  06|DT38T: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL NORWESCO 95D X 89H                 2            $898.00          $1,796.00 
   181828  06|DT38T: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL NORWESCO 95D X 89H                 1            $898.00            $898.00 
   181963  06|DP68P: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 3HP, 115V 1 PHASE               1            $774.00            $774.00 
   181964  06|DP68P: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 230V 1 PHASE               1            $923.00            $923.00 
   181984  06|DP68P: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 230V 1 PHASE               1            $923.00            $923.00 
   181985  06|DP68P: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 230V 1 PHASE               1            $923.00            $923.00 
   181986  06|DP68P: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 230V 1 PHASE               1            $923.00            $923.00 
   182100  06|DP68P: PUMP, PACER: 3" PORT,7.5HP, 208V 3 PHASE               2          $1,003.00          $2,006.00 
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 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 
   183971  DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL  90D X 100H ACE                        1            $783.00            $783.00 
   183972  07|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 230V 1 PHASE                1            $923.00            $923.00 
           07|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3" PORTS, 5HP, 230V 1 PHASE                1            $964.00            $964.00 
   185605  06|DT38T: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL ACE      90D X 100H                1            $783.00            $783.00 
   187786  DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3" PORTS, 5HP, 220V 1 PHASE                   2            $951.00          $1,902.00 
   187810  07|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3" PORTS, 5HP, 240V 1 PHASE                1            $951.00            $951.00 
                                           STRAINSENSE ENTERPRISES INC 
   186098  07|DC09: CALIBRATOR, 50K LOAD CELL                               1          $1,870.00          $1,870.00 
           07|CALIBRATE LOAD CELL                                           1          $1,550.00          $1,550.00 
                                           STROUPE INDUSTRIAL INC. 
   182890  J.E. ADAMS INDUSTRIAL VEHICLE VACUUM CLEANERS                    2            $917.50          $1,835.00 
                                           TRANSIT WORKS 
   182874  07|DL35: MAGNETIC LOCATOR, SCHONSTEDT #GA52CX                    1            $543.09            $543.09 
           07|DL35: MAGNETIC LOCATOR, SCHONSTEDT #GA52CX                    1            $543.09            $543.09 
           07|DL35: MAGNETIC LOCATOR, SCHONSTEDT #GA52CX                    1            $543.09            $543.09 
   191874  08|DL35: MAGNETIC LOCATOR, NEW SCHONSTEDT GA52CX                 1            $499.00            $499.00 
                                           TRI-STATE PUMP INC 
   186204  07|DP95: TRASH PUMP TEEL PRO 3P712 B&S 8HP GAS                   1          $1,410.00          $1,410.00 
                                           TROXLER ELECTRONICS LABS, INC 
   183125  07|D03S: AUTOMATIC HMA SAMPLE EXTRUDER                           1          $2,490.00          $2,490.00 
                                           TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 
   182987  07|DD56:FAIRMONT POST DRIVER #HPD-HV-U PART #11186               1          $1,873.30          $1,873.30 
                                           VARITECH INDUSTRIES 
   182015  07|DP13: VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                    1         $11,450.00         $11,450.00 
   182017  07|DP13: VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                    1         $11,450.00         $11,450.00 
   182018  07|DP13: VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                    1         $11,450.00         $11,450.00 
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 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP.            VARITECH INDUSTRIES 
   184775  07|DP13:  VARITECH SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT                   1         $11,450.00         $11,450.00 
                                           WICK'S STERLING TRUCKS INC 
   187530  07|D08A: TENDAIRE, HYDRAULIC GENERATOR INSTALLED                 1          $2,925.00          $2,925.00 
 
 *TOTAL OBJ 704 -SHOP TOOLS & SMALL EQUIP. 
                                                                                                        $539,925.82 
 
 705 -ENGINEER, SURVEY & MEASURING EQUIP.  DAYTRONIC CORPORATION 
   184990  HWY-07-508.001- LOGIC LEVEL INPUT/OUTPUT CARD                    1            $965.00            $965.00 
           HWY-07-508.001- ANALOG SLOT TEST CARD                            1            $525.00            $525.00 
                                           EAGLE POINT SOFTWARE 
   191149  JUNIPER ALLEGRO CX DATA COLLECTOR                               18          $3,524.98         $63,449.64 
                                           JAMAR TECHNOLOGIES 
   184516  07|EM30: METER, DISTANCE METER FOR VEHICLES                      1            $550.00            $550.00 
   187997  07|EM30: DISTANCE METER JAMAR RAC-PLUS I                         5            $560.00          $2,800.00 
                                           JOHN THOMAS INC 
   188013  07|EM30: DISTANCE METER NUMETRICS NIGHTSTAR 50                   2            $397.25            $794.50 
                                           TRANSIT WORKS 
   185489  07|EL18: ROTARY LASER LEVEL CST/BERGER 57LMHPKG                  3            $789.00          $2,367.00 
   190182  SOKKIA B1 ATOMATIC LEVEL                                         1            $985.00            $985.00 
           SOKKIA WIDE-FRAME ALUMINUM TRIPOD                                1             $85.00             $85.00 
 
 *TOTAL OBJ 705 -ENGINEER, SURVEY & MEASURING EQUIP. 
                                                                                                         $72,521.14 
 
 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  ACT ELECTRONICS, INC. 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  ACT ELECTRONICS, INC. 
   190800  PP.07.0501.007  ADR WIM TRAFFIC RECORDER                         5         $10,580.00         $52,900.00 
           PP.07.0501.007 SENSOR                                           10            $901.00          $9,010.00 
           PP.07-0501.006 TRAFFIC RECORDER                                  9          $2,784.00         $25,056.00 
                                           ANIXTER 
   183379  BELDEN WIRE                                                  2,000               $.57          $1,147.60 
                                           AVI SYSTEMS 
   181693  AUDIA FLEX CHASSIS                                               1          $2,158.00          $2,158.00 
           BRACKETS FOR LINE 0010, 46 INCH MONITOR                          2            $148.00            $296.00 
           CABLE, FOR POWERCAM                                              1            $362.00            $362.00 
           CABLE, 15HDM-BNC-5 PLENUM INSTALL KIT, 100 FOOT                  4            $241.00            $964.00 
           CAMERA, POWERCAM, NTSC                                           1          $1,022.00          $1,022.00 
           COM-07.700.901 AUDIO/VIDEO 46" MONITOR, SAMSUNG                  3          $3,936.00         $11,808.00 
           CONTROL SYSTEM, DUAL BUS, CRESTRON                               1          $2,045.00          $2,045.00 
           CRESNET DUAL RS-232/422/485 COMM MODULE                          1            $398.00            $398.00 
           CROSSPOINT 300 88HVA                                             1          $3,062.00          $3,062.00 
           ENGINEERING/CAD                                                 40             $91.00          $3,640.00 
           EXTENDER, WM WORLD, DISTRIBLUTION AMP                            2            $239.00            $478.00 
           HANDHELD MICROPHONE, WITH CRADLE                                 2            $407.00            $814.00 
           ISYS I/O TM, 10.4" WIFI WIRELESS TOUCH PANEL                     1          $2,159.00          $2,159.00 
           MATERIALS AND HARDWARE, MISC                                     1          $1,293.00          $1,293.00 
           POWER CONDITIONER & SEQUENCER                                    1            $551.00            $551.00 
           POWER STRIP, SURGE & SPIKE PROTECTED, RACK MOUNT                 1             $69.00             $69.00 
           PROJECT MANAGEMENT, TECH ASSISTANCE                             10             $91.00            $910.00 
           RACK SHELF                                                       1             $91.00             $91.00 
           RACK, 19 SPACE, ROTATING SLIDING RAIL SYSTEM                     2            $332.00            $664.00 
           SCREEN, ELECTRIC, 69"X 92", ADVANTAGE ELECTROL                   1          $1,585.00          $1,585.00 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  AVI SYSTEMS 
   181693  SINGLE PORT 10/100BASET ETHERNET FOR Z-BUS SLOT                  1            $511.00            $511.00 
           SLOTTED ECONO-VENT, RACK FILLER                                 10              $6.00             $60.00 
           SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING                                            20            $133.00          $2,660.00 
           SPEAKER, IN-CEILING, 70 V, 6.5", 2-WAY                           5            $214.00          $1,070.00 
           SW72-NDR, SW70T, SWT31L-TA4, SABINE                              1          $1,892.00          $1,892.00 
           TRAINING                                                         2            $133.00            $266.00 
           VCR/DVD SYSTEM                                                   2            $155.00            $310.00 
           VGA-A M-M MD/12 CONVERTER SYSTEM                                 1             $33.00             $33.00 
           VGA-A M-M MD/6, CONVERTER SYSTEM                                 2             $22.00             $44.00 
           2 CHANNEL, 250 WATTS/CH @ 70V                                    1            $640.00            $640.00 
           2-CHANNEL ACOUSTIC ECHO CANCELLING W/NS                          6            $408.00          $2,448.00 
           2-CHANNEL MIC/LINE INPUT CARD                                    2            $147.00            $294.00 
           2-CHANNEL MIC/LINE OUTPUT CARD                                   2             $90.00            $180.00 
           2-CHANNEL TELEPHONE INTERFACE CARD                               1            $453.00            $453.00 
   181933  HITACHI XGA, 3200 LUMENS, PROJECTION SYSTEM                      1          $1,943.00          $1,943.00 
           MOUNT, FOR LIGHTWEIGHT SUSPENDED CEILING, 8"X 24"                1             $71.00             $71.00 
           PROJECTOR MOUNT SYSTEM FOR LINE 10                               1            $129.00            $129.00 
   182493  BLANK PLATE, BLACK                                               2              $8.00             $16.00 
           COMPOSITE VIDEO & BALANCED AUDIO DA, KRAMER                      1            $750.00            $750.00 
           CONVERSION CABLE SYSTEM, HD TO BNC                               5             $40.00            $200.00 
           MAAP MODULE, VT - VGA, RECEIVER, BLACK,                          4            $196.00            $784.00 
           MAAP MODULE, VT - VGA, TRANSMITTER, BLACK                        3            $179.00            $537.00 
           MAAP RACK MOUNTING FRAME, BLACK                                  1            $131.00            $131.00 
           ONE GANG MAAP MOUNTING FRAME, BLACK                              2             $39.00             $78.00 
           STEREO MINI JACK MOUNTING SYSTEM                                 2             $21.00             $42.00 
           VT - VGA, RGBHV RECEIVER                                         1            $179.00            $179.00 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  AVI SYSTEMS 
   184405  BNC-FEMALE TO FEMALE, EXTRON, REV. 7                             1             $23.00             $23.00 
           DATA-FEMALE TO FEMALE BARREL, EXTRON, REV. 7                     1             $23.00             $23.00 
           INTEGRATION SERVICES FOR REVISION 5                             50            $119.00          $5,920.25 
           INTEGRATION SERVICES FOR REVISION 6                              9            $119.00          $1,071.00 
           INTEGRATION SERVICES FOR REVISION 7                              9            $119.00          $1,071.00 
           MAAP MODULE -VT VGA TWISTED PAIR, RECEIVE, REV. 7                1            $212.00            $212.00 
           MAAP MODULE -VT VGA TWISTED PAIR, TRANSMIT, REV. 7               1            $192.00            $192.00 
           MATERIALS, (CABLE, CONNECTORS, ETC), REV. 5                      1            $500.00            $500.00 
           MATERIALS, (CABLE, CONNECTORS, ETC), REV. 7                      1            $478.00            $478.00 
           ONE GANG MAAP MOUNTING FRAME, EXTRON, REV. 7                     1             $42.00             $42.00 
           VGA M MHRA CABLE 50', EXTRON, REV. 7                             1             $78.00             $78.00 
           VGA M MHRA CABLE-25', EXTRON, REV. 7                             3             $51.00            $153.00 
           VGA M-M MD 25', EXTRON, REV. 7                                   1             $35.00             $35.00 
           15 PIN HD MALE TO BNC MALE-3', EXTRON, REV. 7                    1             $44.00             $44.00 
   185735  INSTALLATION & ACTIVATION OF PHONE INTERFACE                     1          $1,274.00          $1,274.00 
                                           BEST BUY GOV LLC 
   191463  CAMCORDER: SONY DCR-SR200  2.1MP                                 1            $749.99            $749.99 
                                           CELLANTENNA CORP. 
   188928  CELLULAR REPEATER SYSTEM, WITH 4 ANTENNA SYSTEM                  1          $4,330.99          $4,330.99 
   188929  ANTENNA, CELLULAR, 8 DB GAIN, 800-2500 MHZ                       1             $59.99             $59.99 
           ANTENNA, CELLULAR, 9 DB GAIN, DUAL-BAND, OMNI                    1            $124.95            $124.95 
   190828  CELLULAR REPEATER SYSTEM, WITH 3 ANTENNA SYSTEM                  2          $1,531.35          $3,062.70 
                                           COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO 
   191112  COM 07.740.901, CAMERA SYSTEM, PELCO                             1          $2,141.93          $2,141.93 
           DESKTOP PUSHBUTTON/JOYSTICK CONTROL, PELCO                       1            $501.10            $501.10 
           KEYBOARD WIRING KIT FOR KBD300, 120VAC, PELCO                    1             $12.53             $12.53 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO 
   191112  POWER SUPPLY FOR CAMERA SYSTEM, LINE 10, PELCO                   1             $23.38             $23.38 
           SPECTRA WALL MOUNT                                               1             $59.30             $59.30 
           VIDEO MONITOR, LCD, COLOR, 14 INCH, SONY                         1            $623.87            $623.87 
   191154  COM 07.740.902, CAMERA SYSTEM, PELCO                             1          $2,141.93          $2,141.93 
           DESKTOP PUSHBUTTON/JOYSTICK CONTROL, PELCO                       1            $501.10            $501.10 
           KEYBOARD WIRING KIT FOR KBD300, 120VAC, PELCO                    1             $12.53             $12.53 
           POLE MOUNT ADAPTOR FOR IWM OR LWM, PELCO                         1             $42.59             $42.59 
           POWER SUPPLY FOR CAMERA SYSTEM, LINE 10, PELCO                   1             $23.38             $23.38 
           SPECTRA WALL MOUNT                                               1             $59.30             $59.30 
           VIDEO MONITOR, LCD, COLOR, 14 INCH, SONY                         1            $623.87            $623.87 
   191155  COM 07.740.903, CAMERA SYSTEM, PELCO                             1          $2,141.93          $2,141.93 
           DESKTOP PUSHBUTTON/JOYSTICK CONTROL, PELCO                       1            $501.10            $501.10 
           KEYBOARD WIRING KIT FOR KBD300, 120VAC, PELCO                    1             $12.53             $12.53 
           POLE MOUNT ADAPTOR FOR IWM OR LWM, PELCO                         1             $42.59             $42.59 
           POWER SUPPLY FOR CAMERA SYSTEM, LINE 10, PELCO                   1             $23.38             $23.38 
           SPECTRA WALL MOUNT                                               1             $59.30             $59.30 
           VIDEO MONITOR, LCD, COLOR, 14 INCH, SONY                         1            $623.87            $623.87 
   191156  COM 07.740.904, CAMERA SYSTEM, PELCO                             1          $2,141.93          $2,141.93 
           DESKTOP PUSHBUTTON/JOYSTICK CONTROL, PELCO                       1            $501.10            $501.10 
           KEYBOARD WIRING KIT FOR KBD300, 120VAC, PELCO                    1             $12.53             $12.53 
           POLE MOUNT ADAPTOR FOR IWM OR LWM, PELCO                         1             $42.59             $42.59 
           POWER SUPPLY FOR CAMERA SYSTEM, LINE 10, PELCO                   1             $23.38             $23.38 
           SPECTRA WALL MOUNT                                               1             $59.30             $59.30 
           VIDEO MONITOR, LCD, COLOR, 14 INCH, SONY                         1            $623.87            $623.87 
   191157  COM 07.740.905, CAMERA SYSTEM, PELCO                             1          $2,141.93          $2,141.93 
           DESKTOP PUSHBUTTON/JOYSTICK CONTROL, PELCO                       1            $501.10            $501.10 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO 
   191157  POLE MOUNT ADAPTOR FOR IWM OR LWM, PELCO                         1             $42.59             $42.59 
           POWER SUPPLY FOR CAMERA SYSTEM, LINE 10, PELCO                   1             $23.38             $23.38 
           SPECTRA WALL MOUNT                                               1             $59.30             $59.30 
           VIDEO MONITOR, LCD, COLOR, 14 INCH, SONY                         1            $623.87            $623.87 
                                           DATA REMOTE INC 
   191507  DATAREMOTE CELLULAR MODEM                                       15            $405.00          $6,075.00 
                                           DBINNOVATIONS LLC 
   182184  RADAR TEST & CERTIFICATION EQUIPMENT                             1          $9,995.00          $9,995.00 
                                           ECS, INC. 
   183843  FY07 99-1610-0756 FIRESTORE CAMCORDER HD RECORDER                1          $1,450.00          $1,450.00 
                                           ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING & EQUIPMENT 
   190479  PP.07.0501.006 WIRE,TRAFFIC SIGNAL                           5,000               $.18            $895.00 
   191477  FLUKE CABLE TESTER                                               3            $895.00          $2,685.00 
           FLUKE NETTOOL SERIES II PRO INLINE NETWORK TESTER               14          $2,080.00         $29,120.00 
                                           EMBARKIT INC 
   184133  MONITOR, FLAT PANEL FOR CONF ROOM                                2            $367.00            $734.00 
   185599  HP FAX 1250                                                      1            $134.00            $134.00 
   185724  SONY MAVICA BATTERIES                                            2             $30.50             $61.00 
   186572  LARGE CAPACITY MEMORY STICK DUE PRO                              1             $71.00             $71.00 
           NIMH BATTERY                                                     4              $5.50             $22.00 
           SONY CYBER-SHOT DSC-H2 CAMERIA WITH CAMERIA CASE                 1            $316.00            $316.00 
   189089  FY07 99-1610.760 SONY DIGITAL CAMCORDER DIST 1                   1            $853.25            $853.25 
   189341  SONY DIGITAL CAMCORDER BRITT RCE                                 1            $853.25            $853.25 
           SONY DIGITAL CAMCORDER NEW HAMPTON                               1            $853.25            $853.25 
                                           FLIR SYSTEMS INC 
   184610  FY07 1610.05A FLIR THERMAL IMAGING CAMERA                        1          $9,950.00          $9,950.00 
                                           GENERAL DYNAMICS SATCOM TECHNOLOGIES INC 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO 
   190407  PP.07.0501.006 BELDEN WIRE 1000'SPOOL                           10            $334.00          $3,340.00 
                                           H B LEISEROWITZ CO 
   181739  FY07 99-1610-0758 NIKON DIGITAL CAMERA                           1          $4,432.00          $4,432.00 
   182805  OLYMPUS STYLUS 600 DIGITAL CAMERA - BARB MALLON                  1            $252.48            $252.48 
   183826  FY07 99-1610-0753 NIKON TELEPHOTE LENS AF VR                     1          $1,649.00          $1,649.00 
   183827  FY07 99-1610-0755 GLASS FILTER                                   1             $45.00             $45.00 
           FY07 99-1610-0755 NIKON ZOOM TELEPHOTO LENS                      1          $4,899.00          $4,899.00 
   183961  FY07 99-1610-0757 EPSON MULTIMEDIA STORAGE 80GB                  1            $648.00            $648.00 
   188689  DIGITAL CAMERA  NIKON D40                                        1            $721.74            $721.74 
   188804  KINGSTON 1 GB MEMORY CARD                                        2             $15.00             $30.00 
                                           HEWLETT-PACKARD 
   183572  HP FAX 1250                                                      1            $134.00            $134.00 
   183664  HP FAX 1250                                                      1            $134.00            $134.00 
           HP FAX 1250                                                      1            $134.00            $134.00 
   189321  HP FAX 1250                                                      1            $134.00            $134.00 
   190477  HP FAX 1250                                                     10            $120.00          $1,200.00 
                                           IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS 
   182669  FY06 99-1610-75  SYSTEM PLANNING C-MULTI C/P/S                   1         $10,519.83         $10,519.83 
   182670  FY06 99-1610-76 DISTR 4  C-MULTI C/P/S/F                         1         $10,879.80         $10,879.80 
   182671  FY06 99-1610-77 PURCHASING B/W-MULTI C/P/S                       1         $10,521.76         $10,521.76 
   182672  FY06 99-1610-78 MAINT INSP C-MULTI C/P/S                         1         $10,519.83         $10,519.83 
   182673  FY06 99-1610-79 MAT INSP LOWER B/W COPIER                        1          $3,818.17          $3,818.17 
   182674  FY06 99-1610-80 MANCHESTER RCE C-MULTI C/P/S/F                   1         $10,877.80         $10,877.80 
   182675  FY06 99-1610-81 CHARITON RCE C-MULTI C/P/S/F                     1         $10,879.80         $10,879.80 
   182676  FY06 99-1610-83 RESEARCH TECH B/W-MULTI C/P/S                    1          $8,917.84          $8,917.84 
   182677  FY06 99-1610-84 CB MAT INSPEC B/W COPIER                         1          $3,818.17          $3,818.17 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS 
   182679  FY06 99-1610-91 CENTRAL MAINT C-MULTI C/P/S/F                    1         $11,027.80         $11,027.80 
   182680  FY06 99-1610-82 ROW B/W-MULTI C/P/S                              1         $10,946.79         $10,946.79 
   182910  FY07 99-1610-778A DISTR 2 C-MULTI C/P/S/F                        1         $10,879.80         $10,879.80 
   183341  FY06 99-1610-089 -2 LINE FAX FOR PURCHASING                      1          $1,908.00          $1,908.00 
   183430  FY07 99-1610.01A FAX FOR DRIVER SERV                             1            $830.00            $830.00 
   184366  FY07 99-1610.03A PERSONAL COPIER FOR ROW                         1            $791.91            $791.91 
   187255  CANON LC 510 FAX MACHINE                                         1            $695.00            $695.00 
   187256  CANON LC 510 FAX MACHINE                                         1            $695.00            $695.00 
   187340  FY07 99-1610.701 COLOR M/F C/P/S ROW                             1         $10,532.38         $10,532.38 
   187341  FY07 99-1610.702 B/W COPIER DISTR 6 CR                           1          $3,409.27          $3,409.27 
   187342  FY07 99-1610.703 B/W COPIER W/FAX WATERLOO DL                    1          $4,058.57          $4,058.57 
   187343  FY07 99-1610.704 B/W COPIER W/FAX DAVENPORT DL                   1          $4,058.57          $4,058.57 
   187344  FY07 99-1610.705 B/W COPIER W/FAX CARROLL DL                     1          $4,058.57          $4,058.57 
   187345  FY07 99-1610.706 B/W COPIER W/FAX FT DODGE DL                    1          $4,058.57          $4,058.57 
   187346  FY07 99-1610.707 B/W COPIER W/FAX BURLINGTON DL                  1          $4,058.57          $4,058.57 
   187347  FY07 99-1610.708 B/W COPIER W/FAX OTTUMWA DL                     1          $4,058.57          $4,058.57 
   187348  FY07 99-1610.709 B/W COPIER W/FAX MUSCATINE DL                   1          $4,058.57          $4,058.57 
   187349  FY07 99-1610.710 B/W COPIER W/FAX IOWA CITY DL                   1          $4,058.57          $4,058.57 
   187350  FY07 99-1610.712 COLOR M/F C/P/S/F DIST 2                        1         $10,659.10         $10,659.10 
   188901  RICOH FAX FOR CLAIMS MANAGEMENT                                  1            $830.00            $830.00 
   189010  FY07 99-1610.06A RICOH LV COPIERW/FAX JASPER SCALE               1          $1,055.00          $1,055.00 
   190668  RICOH FAX FOR DL STATION 43                                      1            $830.00            $830.00 
   191275  RICOH FAX FOR STORM LAKE MAINT                                   1            $830.00            $830.00 
                                           INFOMAX OFFICE SYSTEMS 
   181785  FY06 99-1610-099A NEW PROGRAMMABLE PAPER CUTTER                  1         $27,095.00         $27,095.00 
   184515  FY07 99-1610-767 CHALLENGE OVERSIZES JOGGER W/STD                1               $.00               $.00 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  INTERSTATE ALL BATTERY CENTER 
   189343  PPM 07-0501.007 12V 75AH VRLA MOBILITY BATTERY                  15             $95.95          $1,439.25 
   189478  PPM 07-0501.007 12V 75AH VRLS MOBILITY BATTERY                   4             $93.95            $375.80 
                                           KUSTOM SIGNALS, INC. 
   191174  HWY-07-508.022 - PROLASER 3, BATTERY HANDLE,                     1          $3,054.00          $3,054.00 
           HARD CARRY CASE                                                  1             $90.00             $90.00 
           EXTRA PROLASER 3 BATTERY                                         1            $100.00            $100.00 
           PROLASER 3 TO PC CABLE                                           1             $80.00             $80.00 
                                           MEASUREMENT SPECIALTIES INC 
   183383  PP.07.0501.007 SENSOR                                           12            $901.00         $10,812.00 
   185606  PP.07.0501.007 SENSOR                                           25            $901.00         $22,525.00 
   191616  PP.07.0501.006 PIEZO SENSORS                                     6            $419.00          $2,514.00 
                                           MID AMERICAN SIGNAL 
   190686  PP.07.0501.007 WAVETRONIX CIRCUIT BOARD                          9            $338.87          $3,049.83 
                                           MIDWEST OFFICE TECHNOLOGY 
   184776  FY07 99-1610-768 RISO ENVELOPE DUPLICATOR W/STAND                1         $29,495.00         $29,495.00 
                                           MOTOROLA INC 
   188684  RADIO, HANDHELD, UHF, HT750                                     30            $742.69         $22,280.63 
           RADIO, QUANTAR VHF REPEATER                                      2         $13,179.04         $26,358.08 
           RADIO, TRUNK MOUNT, DATA READY, WITH VRS SYSTEM                 30          $4,407.40        $132,222.00 
           RADIO, TRUNK MOUNT, DATA READY, WITH VRS SYSTEM                 10          $4,407.40         $44,074.00 
                                           OFFICEMAX (URBANDALE) 
   184145  FY07 99-1610-0759 BROTHER TYPEWRITER                             1            $432.00            $432.00 
           FY07 99-1610-0761 BROTHER TYPEWRITER                             1            $432.00            $432.00 
   188893  FELLOWES C-320 SERIES PAPER SHREDDER                             1            $699.50            $699.50 
   190732  FELLOWES POWERSHRED C-320 SHREDDER-CONFETTI CUT                  1            $799.50            $799.50 
                                           PRINTING & BUSINESS SOLUTIONS 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  QWEST ENTERPRISE AMERICA 
   191278  BCM 400 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR DAVENPORT RCE                       1         $15,966.78         $15,966.78 
           BCM 400 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR KIRKWOOD FACILITY                   1         $19,573.50         $19,573.50 
           BCM 400 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR SIOUX CITY LEEDS                    1         $14,944.01         $14,944.01 
           BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR AMES MG                              1          $6,730.78          $6,730.78 
           BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR AMES SETUP                           1          $1,342.98          $1,342.98 
           BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR DES MOINE SATALITE DL                1          $2,173.79          $2,173.79 
           BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR DES MOINES NORTH                     1         $10,219.06         $10,219.06 
           BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR GRIME MG                             1          $7,463.55          $7,463.55 
           BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR JEFFERSON RCE                        1          $7,192.54          $7,192.54 
           BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR MANCHESTER RCE                       1          $5,963.14          $5,963.14 
           BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR MASON CITY ANNEX                     1          $3,804.89          $3,804.89 
           BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR MASON CITY MATERIALS                 1          $5,951.92          $5,951.92 
           BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR OTTUMWA RCE                          1          $6,173.73          $6,173.73 
           BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR WATERLOO MG                          1          $3,803.67          $3,803.67 
           BCM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR WATERLOO MVE/DL                      1          $4,658.14          $4,658.14 
           BDM 50 TELEPHONE SYSTEM FOR CEDAR RAPIDS DL/MVE                  1          $5,394.71          $5,394.71 
           LABOR FOR KEYCODE AND PATCHES INSTALL                            1          $4,160.00          $4,160.00 
                                           SOUTHWEST PV SYSTEMS 
   191588  PP.07.0501.006 SOLAR PANEL BRACKET                              15             $39.00            $585.00 
                                           STOREY-KENWORTHY CO 
   189667  COMBBINED C500 MULTIFUNCTION SYSTEM                              1            $779.99            $779.99 
                                           TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP 
   188229  RF WATTMETER, TELEWAVE                                           1            $487.50            $487.50 
           UNIDAPT CABLE ADAPTOR KIT, 43 PC                                 3            $182.02            $546.06 
           UNIDAPT CABLE, 72 INCH                                           8             $16.00            $128.00 
                                           XEROX CORP 
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 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP.  ZEPCO SALES & SERVICE 
   183748  FY07 1610.02A DOCKING STATION W/MDVR-40GB HDD                    1          $1,343.00          $1,343.00 
           FY07 1610.02A VISOR MOUNT TFT-LCD MONITOR 5"                     1            $249.00            $249.00 
           FY07 1610.02A ZEPCO VIDEO CAMERA SYSTEM                          1          $2,334.00          $2,334.00 
 
 *TOTAL OBJ 706 -COPIERS, FAX & COMMUNICATION EQUIP. 
                                                                                                      $1,111,088.79 
 
 707 -COMPUTERS & RELATED EQUIP.           AVI SYSTEMS 
   183597  SE200 READIMANAGER VIDEO CONF. NETWORK APPLIANCE                 1          $5,500.00          $5,500.00 
   185280  POLYCOM V2IU FIREWALL                                            1          $1,732.00          $1,732.00 
   190308  EPSON ADJUSTABLE CEILING CHANNEL MOUNT                           5             $84.00            $420.00 
           ALTINEX TILT 'N PLUG,JR-TWIN AV & DATA MODULE W/                 3            $891.00          $2,673.00 
           EPSON CEILING MOUNT FOR 1715C PROJECTORS                         3            $116.00            $348.00 
           EPSON CEILING MOUNT FOR 821P PROJECTORS                          2            $185.00            $370.00 
           EPSON DISTRIBUTED AMP                                            1            $101.00            $101.00 
           EPSON POWERLITE 821P MULTIMEDIA PROJECTOR                        2          $1,797.00          $3,594.00 
           EXTRON TWISTED PAIR RECEIVER - RGB (VTR001)                      6            $169.00          $1,014.00 
           EXTRON TWISTED PAIR TRANSMITTER - RGB (VTT001)                   3            $152.00            $456.00 
           EXTRON WALL MOUNT TWISTED PAIR TRANSMITTER (BLACK)               3            $270.00            $810.00 
           VGA CABLE - 25' (M/M WITH FERRITES)                              3             $30.00             $90.00 
           VGA CABLE - 50'(M/M WITH FERRITES)                               1             $53.00             $53.00 
           VGA EXTENSION CABLE - 6' (M/F WITH FERRITES)                     1             $12.00             $12.00 
           07MTR0401.05A-EPSON POWERLITE 1715C PROJECTOR                    3          $1,864.00          $5,592.00 
   191586  ALTINEX TILT 'N PLUG,JR-TWIN AV & DATA MODULE W/                 1            $891.00            $891.00 
                                           CDW GOVERNMENT, INC 
   188163  MTR-07-403.112-EPSON POWERLITE 1715C PROJECTOR                   5          $1,695.00          $8,475.00 
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 707 -COMPUTERS & RELATED EQUIP.           CDW GOVERNMENT, INC 
   190287  07HWY0508.020-EPSON POWERLITE 1715C PROJECTOR                    3          $1,665.00          $4,995.00 
           07HWY0508.020-EPSON POWERLITE 1715C PROJECTOR                    3          $1,665.00          $4,995.00 
   190303  EPSON ADJUSTABLE CEILING CHANNEL MOUNT                           1             $89.00             $89.00 
           EPSON CEILING MOUNT FOR 1715C PROJECTORS                         1            $129.00            $129.00 
           07HWY0508.003-EPSON POWERLITE 1715C PROJECTOR                    1          $1,695.00          $1,695.00 
   190379  HWY-07-508.002-FUJITSU FI-5750C SCANNER                          1          $4,999.00          $4,999.00 
   191726  FUJITSU FI-5750C SCANNER                                         5          $4,999.00         $24,995.00 
                                           DATA REMOTE INC 
   184984  P&P 07-0501.006 CELL MODEM                                      25            $450.00         $11,250.00 
                                           EMBARKIT INC 
   181558  CONTIVITY 1100 FETH 4PORT 128BIT ENCRYPTION                      2          $1,075.42          $2,150.84 
           CONTIVITY 1100 56/64K CSU/DSU PCI                                2            $616.79          $1,233.58 
   181560  07MTR0401.01A-PRECISION MOUNT CRADLE-CF29 DOCKING                4            $669.00          $2,676.00 
   182151  07-MTR-0408.101  L-TRON 4710-131-LTRK-SER KIT                   84            $429.50         $36,078.00 
           BELKIN PRO SERIES PS/2,MOUSE/KEYBOARD EXTENSION                 89              $2.50            $222.50 
           BELKIN PRO SERIES SERIAL EXTENDER CABLE - 6'                    89              $3.25            $289.25 
           FLEX CLIP HANGER FOR CAR MOUNT                                  25              $6.00            $150.00 
           SERIAL CABLE W/INTEGRATED MOUSE PORT ADAPTER                     5             $38.00            $190.00 
   182520  07-MTR-0403.113 LEXMARK E240N LASER PRINTER,                    28            $243.00          $6,804.00 
   182546  XEROX 8500N PHASER PRINTER                                       1            $417.00            $417.00 
   182736  APP-07.800.001 IBM DS4000 FC2-133 HBA                            2          $1,051.00          $2,102.00 
   182943  XEROX 8500N PHASER PRINTER                                       1            $417.00            $417.00 
   183108  CANON PIXMA IP90 PRINTER                                         2            $235.00            $470.00 
           CANON PU-100U POWER ADAPTER - CAR                                2             $83.00            $166.00 
           LENOVO THINKPAD 90W AC/DC  COMBO ADAPTER                         2            $104.00            $208.00 
           P&P-07-503.003 - LENOVO THINKPAD T60 2007 - CORE                 2          $1,762.00          $3,524.00 
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 707 -COMPUTERS & RELATED EQUIP.           EMBARKIT INC 
   183571  APP-07.800.042 DS4800 TOTAL STORAGE SERVER                       1         $49,356.00         $49,356.00 
           BASE PER TERABYTE 13-32 W/3YR SW MAINT                          17          $2,000.00         $34,000.00 
           BASE PER TERABYTE 13-32 3YR SW MAINT REG                        17            $800.00         $13,600.00 
           BASE PER TERABYTE 33-64 W/3YR SW MAINT                           3          $1,500.00          $4,500.00 
           BASE PER TERABYTE 33-64 3YR SW MAINT REG                         3            $600.00          $1,800.00 
           DS4000 EXP810 EXPANSION UNIT                                    10          $5,516.00         $55,160.00 
           DS4800 FC/SATA ENCL.INTERMIX                                     1          $4,556.00          $4,556.00 
           DS4800 LINUX/INTEL HOST KIT                                      1            $889.00            $889.00 
           DS4800 8 STORAGE PARTITIONS                                      1          $6,233.00          $6,233.00 
           SW 4 GBPS TRANSCVR PAIR                                         14            $711.00          $9,954.00 
           500 GB/7.2K SATA E-DDM HARD DRIVE                               80            $917.00         $73,360.00 
           IBM 1M LC-LC FIBRE CHANNEL CABLE                                20             $61.00          $1,220.00 
           IBM 4GBPS FC 146.8 GB 15K HHD                                   80          $2,200.00        $176,000.00 
           IBM 5M LC-LC FIBRE CHANNEL CABLE                                28             $93.00          $2,604.00 
   183636  APP-07.800.011 IBM BLADE LS20 2.6GHZ DUALCORE                    1          $3,713.00          $3,713.00 
           IBM BLADECENTER SFF FIBRE CHANNEL EXPANSION CARD                 1            $547.00            $547.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB ULTRA320 SCSI                             2            $298.00            $596.00 
   183714  APP-07.800.042 TRANSCEIVER - SPF GBIC (PACK OF 4)                5            $448.00          $2,240.00 
           IBM TOTALSTORAGE SAN32B-2 MODEL 8-PORT UPGRADE                   2          $7,955.00         $15,910.00 
   183750  LIND ELEC. AUTO/AIR POWER ADAPTER                                1             $92.00             $92.00 
           TARGUS UNIVERSAL CARRY CASE                                      1             $88.00             $88.00 
   183901  CANON PIXMA IP90 PRINTER                                         6            $235.00          $1,410.00 
   183964  CANON PIXMA IP90 PRINTER                                         1            $235.00            $235.00 
   184319  APP-07.800.001 TRIPP LITE KV, 8 PORT SWITCH                      1          $1,596.00          $1,596.00 
   184407  07MTR0403.117-HP COLOR LASERJET 4700DTN PRINTER                  1          $3,042.00          $3,042.00 
   185001  P&P-07-504.101 - LENOVO THINKPAD T60 2007 - CORE                 1          $1,762.00          $1,762.00 
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 707 -COMPUTERS & RELATED EQUIP.           EMBARKIT INC 
   185001  CANON PU-100U POWER ADAPTER - CAR                                2             $83.00            $166.00 
           LENOVO THINKPAD ADVANCED MINI-DOC - PORT REPLICATO               1            $168.00            $168.00 
           LENOVO THINKPAD 90W AC/DC  COMBO ADAPTER                         1            $104.00            $104.00 
           LENOVO THINKPLUS PREFERRED PRO USB KEYBOARD                      1             $29.00             $29.00 
           LENOVO THINKPLUS USB OPTICAL WHEEL MOUSE                         1             $16.00             $16.00 
           LENOVO THINKVISION L192P-FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                      1            $295.00            $295.00 
           TARGUS MEDIAMATE PROJECTOR/NOTEBOOK COMBO ROLLING                1             $84.00             $84.00 
   185003  LEXAR - SD FLASH CARD 512MB SD                                   1             $22.00             $22.00 
   185106  FUJITSU 5110C SCANNER(O&F-07-900.001)                            1            $672.00            $672.00 
   185600  APP-07.800.045 IBM BLADECENTER CHASIS                            1          $3,142.00          $3,142.00 
           BLADECENTER 2000W POWER SUPPLIES 3 & 4                           1            $746.00            $746.00 
           BLADECENTER 4-PORT GIGABIT ETHERNET SWITCH                       2          $1,631.00          $3,262.00 
           IBM QLOGIC 6 PORT ENTERPRISE FIBER CHANNEL SWITCH                2         $11,619.00         $23,238.00 
   185601  HWY-07-508.018-FUJITSU 5110C SCANNER                             1            $672.00            $672.00 
   185602  APP-07.800.015 IBM BLADE HS21 5160 DUALCORE                      1          $3,412.00          $3,412.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB - SAS                                     2            $273.00            $546.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBRE CHANNEL EXPANSION CARD                     1            $663.00            $663.00 
   186075  APP-07.800.012 IBM BLADE HS21 5160 DUALCORE                      1          $3,412.00          $3,412.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB - SAS                                     2            $273.00            $546.00 
           IBM MEMORY 4 GB (2X2 GB) MEMORY UPGRADE                          1            $846.00            $846.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBRE CHANNEL EXPANSION CARD                     1            $663.00            $663.00 
           5160 PROCESSOR UPGRADE                                           1          $1,037.00          $1,037.00 
   186076  APP-07.800.040 IBM BLADE HS21 5160 DUALCORE                      1          $3,412.00          $3,412.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB - SAS                                     2            $273.00            $546.00 
           IBM MEMORY 4 GB (2X2 GB) MEMORY UPGRADE                          1            $846.00            $846.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBRE CHANNEL EXPANSION CARD                     1            $663.00            $663.00 
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   186077  IBM - RISER CARD                                                 1             $49.00             $49.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 36.4 GB - SAS                                     2            $227.00            $454.00 
           USROBOTICS PERFORMANCE PRO FAX/MODEM                             1             $75.00             $75.00 
           APP-07.850.002 IBM X3550 7978 5160 DUALCORE                      1          $3,439.00          $3,439.00 
   186078  ADDITIONAL POWER SUPPLY                                          1            $626.40            $626.40 
           APP-07.800.019 TS3200 TAPE LIBRARY EXPRESS                       1         $10,988.00         $10,988.00 
           ULTRIUM 3 FIBRE DRIVE (4GB)                                      1         $12,924.00         $12,924.00 
           5M LC/LC FIBRE CHANNEL CABLE                                     1            $223.20            $223.20 
   186079  APP-07.800.031 IBM BLADECENTER CHASIS                            1          $3,575.00          $3,575.00 
           BLADECENTER 2000W POWER SUPPLIES 3 & 4                           1            $556.00            $556.00 
           BLADECENTER 4-PORT GIGABIT ETHERNET SWITCH                       2          $1,631.00          $3,262.00 
           IBM DPI 60AMP/208V 3-PHASE C19 ENTERPRISE PDU                    2            $539.00          $1,078.00 
   186191  APP-07.800.019 RACK MOUNT KIT FOR TS3200 LIBRARY                 1            $332.00            $332.00 
   186781  NORTEL - BAYSTACK 450-1LX 1PORT 1000BLX PHY                      3          $1,005.20          $3,015.60 
           1-PORT 1000BASE-SX SMALL FORM FACTOR PLUGGABLE GBI               2            $193.20            $386.40 
   186928  AMD OPTERON DUALCORE 2.4 GHZ UPGRADE                             1          $1,141.00          $1,141.00 
           APP-07.800.002 IBM BLADE LS20 2.4GHZ DUALCORE                    1          $3,479.00          $3,479.00 
           IBM 73.4 GB U320 10K SCSI DRIVE                                  2            $298.00            $596.00 
           2 GB (2X1GB) PC3200 CL3 ECC DRR SDRAM RDIMM                      2            $685.00          $1,370.00 
   186929  AMD OPTERON DUALCORE 2.4 GHZ UPGRADE                             1          $1,141.00          $1,141.00 
           APP-07.800.003 IBM BLADE LS20 2.4GHZ DUALCORE                    1          $3,479.00          $3,479.00 
           IBM 73.4 GB U320 10K SCSI DRIVE                                  2            $298.00            $596.00 
           2 GB (2X1GB) PC3200 CL3 ECC DRR SDRAM RDIMM                      2            $685.00          $1,370.00 
   186930  AMD OPTERON DUALCORE 2.4 GHZ UPGRADE                             1          $1,141.00          $1,141.00 
           APP-07.800.004 IBM BLADE LS20 2.4GHZ DUALCORE                    1          $3,479.00          $3,479.00 
           IBM 73.4 GB U320 10K SCSI DRIVE                                  2            $298.00            $596.00 
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   186931  AMD OPTERON DUALCORE 2.4 GHZ UPGRADE                             1          $1,141.00          $1,141.00 
           APP-07.800.007 IBM BLADE LS20 2.4GHZ DUALCORE                    1          $3,479.00          $3,479.00 
           IBM 73.4 GB U320 10K SCSI DRIVE                                  2            $298.00            $596.00 
           2 GB (2X1GB) PC3200 CL3 ECC DRR SDRAM RDIMM                      2            $685.00          $1,370.00 
   186932  AMD OPTERON DUALCORE 2.4 GHZ UPGRADE                             1          $1,141.00          $1,141.00 
           APP-07.800.008 IBM BLADE LS20 2.4GHZ DUALCORE                    1          $3,479.00          $3,479.00 
           IBM 73.4 GB U320 10K SCSI DRIVE                                  2            $298.00            $596.00 
           2 GB (2X1GB) PC3200 CL3 ECC DRR SDRAM RDIMM                      2            $685.00          $1,370.00 
   186933  AMD OPTERON DUALCORE 2.4 GHZ UPGRADE                             1          $1,141.00          $1,141.00 
           APP-07.800.009 IBM BLADE LS20 2.4GHZ DUALCORE                    1          $3,479.00          $3,479.00 
           IBM 73.4 GB U320 10K SCSI DRIVE                                  2            $298.00            $596.00 
           2 GB (2X1GB) PC3200 CL3 ECC DRR SDRAM RDIMM                      2            $685.00          $1,370.00 
   186934  APP-07.800.016 IBM BLADE HS21 5160 DUALCORE                      1          $3,412.00          $3,412.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 73.4 GB - SAS                                     2            $273.00            $546.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBRE CHANNEL EXPANSION CARD                     1            $663.00            $663.00 
           2 GB (2 X 1GB) PC25300 DIMM DDR MEMROY                           1            $575.00            $575.00 
   186950  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                1            $417.00            $417.00 
   186951  CANON PIXMA IP90 PRINTER                                         1            $232.00            $232.00 
   186952  HP DESKJET 6980DT PRINTER                                        1            $167.00            $167.00 
   186953  HP LASERJET 1020 PRINTER                                         4            $119.00            $476.00 
   187155  ADDITIONAL POWER SUPPLY                                          2            $920.00          $1,840.00 
           APP-07.800.018 TS3310 TAPE LIB 6 DRIVES/128 SLOTS                1         $30,056.00         $30,056.00 
           CAPACITY EXPANSION                                               1            $684.00            $684.00 
           PATH FAILOVER                                                    1          $3,078.00          $3,078.00 
           RACK MOUNT KIT FOR TS3310 LIBRARY                                1            $804.00            $804.00 
           TS3310 TAPE EXPANSION MODULE                                     1          $7,524.00          $7,524.00 
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   187155  5M LC/LC FIBRE CHANNEL CABLE                                     6            $223.00          $1,338.00 
   187220  APP-07.800.045 XSERIES STORAGE 4 GBPS SFP TRANSC                 6            $122.00            $732.00 
   187222  VERBATIM 15-IN-1 CARD READER                                     4             $22.00             $88.00 
   187223  P&P-07-504.141-EPSON POWERLITE 1715C PROJECTOR                   1          $1,813.00          $1,813.00 
   187837  CABLES TO GO - 100' SGVA VIDEO CABLE (M15/M15)                   1             $47.00             $47.00 
           E-SEEK MODEL 200 BAR CODE READER                                 1            $360.00            $360.00 
           E-SEEK USB SMART CABLE FOR M200                                  1             $50.00             $50.00 
           NEC LCD4010-BK 40" LCD FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                        1          $2,570.00          $2,570.00 
           NEC ONSITE NEXT DAY SERVICE - 40INCH LCD                         1            $227.00            $227.00 
           NEC 2-YR EXT WARRANTY FOR LCD4010-BK                             1            $675.00            $675.00 
           PEERLESS SMARTMOUNT ST660-UNIV TILT WALL MOUNT KIT               1             $83.00             $83.00 
   187838  HWY-07-504.073-NEC LCD4010-BK 40" LCD DISPLAY                    1          $2,570.00          $2,570.00 
   187839  APP-07.800.001 TRIPP LITE KV, 16 PORT SWITCH                     2          $2,054.00          $4,108.00 
   188303  HWY-07-504.074-P120I CARD PRINTER INCLUDES STARTER               1          $1,725.00          $1,725.00 
   189118  NORTEL ETHERNET ROUTING SWITCH 8006 - SWITCH + 6 X               1          $3,357.20          $3,357.20 
           NORTEL 8004AC - POWER SUPPLY - HOT-PLUG ( PLUG-IN                1          $1,117.20          $1,117.20 
           ETHERNET ROUTING SWITCH 5520-48T-PWR WITH 48                     3          $4,478.00         $13,434.00 
           1-PORT 1000BASE-SX SMALL FORM FACTOR PLUGGABLE GBI               6            $194.00          $1,164.00 
   189178  APP-07.800.042 SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXT WARRANTY                    1          $7,766.00          $7,766.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                         10          $2,600.00         $26,000.00 
   189243  APP-07.800.035 IBM BLADE HS21 XM 7995 QUAD CORE                  3          $3,012.00          $9,036.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          3            $850.00          $2,550.00 
           PROCESSOR UPGRADE INTEL QUAD-CORE                                3          $1,518.00          $4,554.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBRE CHANNEL EXPANSION CARD                     3            $663.00          $1,989.00 
           4 GB (2 X 2GB) PC2-5300 DIMM DDR MEMROY                         12          $1,120.00         $13,440.00 
   189244  MTR-07-409.001 - PEERLESS HG SERIES UNIVERSAL                    1            $289.00            $289.00 
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   189314  IBM HARD DRIVE 36.4 GB - SAS                                     2            $227.00            $454.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          1            $903.00            $903.00 
   189317  07MTR0403.115-LEXMARK C534N COLOR LASER PRINTER                  1            $637.00            $637.00 
   189441  FUJITSU 5110C SCANNER(O&F-07-900.002)                            3            $655.00          $1,965.00 
   189876  APP-07.800.001 TRIPP LITE KV, 8 PORT SWITCH                      2          $1,596.00          $3,192.00 
   189878  CONTIVITY 1100 1PT T1/FT1 /E1 HALF HEIGHT                       27            $707.00         $19,089.00 
   189886  LEXMARK E250DN - MONO LASER PRINTER,10/100,DUPLEX                1            $232.00            $232.00 
   190294  CANON PIXMA I90 PRINTER                                          1            $221.00            $221.00 
   190568  EVGA 7950GT 512MB GDDR3 PCI-E (PART#512-P2-N635-AR               2            $249.00            $498.00 
           EVGA 7950GT 512MB GDDR3 PCI-E (PART#512-P2-N635-AR               2            $249.00            $498.00 
   190679  NEC LCD4010-BK 40" LCD DISPLAY                                   2          $1,916.00          $3,832.00 
           NEC LCD4010-BK 40" LCD DISPLAY                                   2          $1,916.00          $3,832.00 
   191067  E-SEEK MODEL 200 BAR CODE READER                                 2            $360.00            $720.00 
           E-SEEK USB SMART CABLE FOR M200                                  2             $50.00            $100.00 
   191104  APP-07.840.002 IBM BLADE HS21 5150 DUALCORE                      4          $4,396.00         $17,584.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 36.4 GB - SAS                                     8            $232.00          $1,856.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          4            $850.00          $3,400.00 
   191105  APP-07.840.003 IBM BLADE HS21 X5355 QUAD CORE                    4          $3,659.00         $14,636.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 36.4 GB - SAS                                     8            $232.00          $1,856.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          4            $850.00          $3,400.00 
           PROCESSOR UPGRADE INTEL QUAD-CORE                                4          $2,307.00          $9,228.00 
           QLOGIC 4 GB SFF FIBRE CHANNEL EXPANSION CARD                     4            $663.00          $2,652.00 
           8 GB (2 X 4GB) PC2-5300 DIMM DDR MEMROY                          8          $5,419.00         $43,352.00 
   191107  APP-07.800.017 IBM X3550 7978 5160 DUALCORE                      1          $2,340.00          $2,340.00 
           IBM HARD DRIVE 36.4 GB - SAS                                     2            $218.00            $436.00 
           IBM SERVICEPAC 5 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY                          1            $903.00            $903.00 
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   191311  WLAN SECURITY SWITCH 2380                                        1          $8,540.00          $8,540.00 
   191360  NORTEL SECURE NETWORK ACCESS SWITCH 4050                         1         $10,557.00         $10,557.00 
   191634  FUJITSU FI-5650C SCANNER (O&F-07-0200.006)                       2          $4,185.00          $8,370.00 
           FUJITSU FI-5650C SCANNER (O&F-07-0200.006)                       2          $4,185.00          $8,370.00 
   191635  FUJITSU FI 5110C DOCUMENT SCANNER                                1            $661.00            $661.00 
   191662  NORTEL-SECOND PSU FOR 2380 REDUNDANT POWER                       1          $1,100.00          $1,100.00 
           1-PORT 1000BASE-SX GIGABIT INTERFACE CONVERTER GBI               2            $227.00            $454.00 
                                           GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO 
   191226  FLUKE: OPTIVIEW SERIES III PRO VISION SUITE                      1         $31,022.00         $31,022.00 
           FLUKE: MODEL ANALYZEAIR SOFTWEAR                                 2          $3,578.00          $7,156.00 
                                           HEWLETT-PACKARD 
   181853  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                3            $446.00          $1,338.00 
           HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                3            $446.00          $1,338.00 
           HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                3            $446.00          $1,338.00 
   182074  HWY-07-506.021 - HP LASERJET 9050DN PRINTER                      1          $3,413.00          $3,413.00 
   182312  HP IPAQ HX2490 POCKET PC                                         1            $356.00            $356.00 
           256MB SD MEMORY                                                  1             $31.00             $31.00 
   182316  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                4            $446.00          $1,784.00 
           HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                4            $446.00          $1,784.00 
           HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                4            $446.00          $1,784.00 
           HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                4            $446.00          $1,784.00 
   182497  HWY-07-506.038 - HP DESIGNJET 4000PS PRINTER                     1          $2,452.00          $2,452.00 
   182498  HWY-07-506.042 - HP DESIGNJET 4000PS PRINTER                     1          $2,452.00          $2,452.00 
   182554  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                2            $446.00            $892.00 
           HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                2            $446.00            $892.00 
   183075  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                1            $446.00            $446.00 
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   183098  HP LASERJET 1022N                                                1            $265.00            $265.00 
   183106  ENVELOPE FEEDER TRAY FOR HP LASERJET 8150                        1            $332.00            $332.00 
   183485  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                1            $446.00            $446.00 
   183740  HP LP2465 24-INCH TFT WIDESCREEN DIPLAY                          7            $724.00          $5,068.00 
           HWY-07-505.019-HP XW9400 WORKSTATION, 2 DUAL CORE                7          $6,473.00         $45,311.00 
   183749  HP DOCKING STATION W/120W SMART ADAPTER                          1            $102.00            $102.00 
           HP KEYBOARD USB,PS/2                                             1             $19.00             $19.00 
           HP L1955 19" DISPLAY                                             1            $296.00            $296.00 
           HP MOUSE USB/PSB                                                 1             $11.00             $11.00 
           HP 512MB MEM. UPGRADE                                            1             $71.00             $71.00 
           IT-0700.010-HPNC6320 LAPTOP, 1.83GH CORE DUO, 512M               1          $1,308.00          $1,308.00 
   184304  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                1            $446.00            $446.00 
   184429  HP DOCKING STATION W/120W SMART ADAPTER                          1            $102.00            $102.00 
           HP LP2465 24" TFT WIDESCREEN FLAT PANEL                          1            $724.00            $724.00 
           HP 1 GB DDR2 667 MHZ SODIMM MEM.                                 1            $149.00            $149.00 
           HP 12.7MM DVD+/-RW WITH LIGHTSCRIBE                              1            $164.00            $164.00 
           HWY-07-504.065-HP NC8430 NOTEBOOK CORE 2 DUO PROC.               1          $1,682.00          $1,682.00 
           65W SMART AC/AUTO/AIR ADAPTER US                                 1             $82.00             $82.00 
   184511  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                1            $446.00            $446.00 
   184576  HWY-07-504.068-HP NC8430 NOTEBOOK CORE 2 DUO PROC.               1          $1,682.00          $1,682.00 
           HP DOCKING STATION W/120W SMART ADAPTER                          1            $102.00            $102.00 
           HP 1 GB DDR2 667 MHZ SODIMM MEM.                                 1            $149.00            $149.00 
           HP 12.7MM DVD+/-RW WITH LIGHTSCRIBE                              1            $164.00            $164.00 
           65W SMART AC/AUTO/AIR ADAPTER US                                 1             $82.00             $82.00 
   184629  HP L1955 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                              3            $296.00            $888.00 
   184783  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                1            $446.00            $446.00 
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   185002  HP IPAQ POCKET PC HX2490B - WIN. MOBILE 5.0 PREM.                1            $352.00            $352.00 
   185596  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                2            $446.00            $892.00 
           HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                2            $446.00            $892.00 
   186033  HP LASERJET 4350DTN PRINTER (O&F-07-0735.001)                    1          $2,091.00          $2,091.00 
   186082  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                1            $446.00            $446.00 
   186345  HP COMPAQ DC5700 MICROTOWER (07-O&F-0700.001)                    4            $843.00          $3,372.00 
   186766  HWY-07-504.065 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                 52            $800.00         $41,600.00 
           AUTO-AIR AC/DC POWER ADAPTER                                    10             $98.00            $980.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                            13            $270.00          $3,510.00 
           HP PORT REPLICATOR                                              13            $132.00          $1,716.00 
           HP USB KEYBOARD                                                 13             $24.00            $312.00 
           HP USB OPTICAL MOUSE                                            13             $11.00            $143.00 
   186767  HWY-07-504.070 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                 10            $800.00          $8,000.00 
           AUTO-AIR AC/DC POWER ADAPTER                                    10             $98.00            $980.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                             4            $270.00          $1,080.00 
           HP PORT REPLICATOR                                               4            $132.00            $528.00 
           HP USB KEYBOARD                                                  4             $24.00             $96.00 
           HP USB OPTICAL MOUSE                                             4             $11.00             $44.00 
   186768  HWY-07-504.018 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  1            $800.00            $800.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                             1            $270.00            $270.00 
           HP PORT REPLICATOR                                               1            $132.00            $132.00 
           HP USB KEYBOARD                                                  1             $21.00             $21.00 
           HP USB OPTICAL MOUSE                                             1             $13.00             $13.00 
   186769  HWY-07-504.069 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  1            $800.00            $800.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                             1            $270.00            $270.00 
           HP PORT REPLICATOR                                               1            $132.00            $132.00 
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   186769  HP USB OPTICAL MOUSE                                             1             $13.00             $13.00 
   186770  HWY-07-504.067 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  1            $800.00            $800.00 
   186771  O&F-07-100.008 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                 14          $1,182.00         $16,548.00 
   186838  HP COMPAQ DC5700 MICROTOWER (07-O&F-0700.001)                    3            $764.00          $2,292.00 
           HP LP1965 19-INCH TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                         3            $270.00            $810.00 
   186839  HWY-07-504.066-HP DC5700 MICROTOWER, INTEL CORE 2               17            $764.00         $12,988.00 
           HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                17            $270.00          $4,590.00 
   186840  HWY-07-504.071 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  1            $800.00            $800.00 
   186949  HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                            22            $270.00          $5,940.00 
           HWY-07-505.018-HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6400                11          $1,994.00         $21,934.00 
   186955  HP COMPAQ DC5700 MICROTOWER (07-O&F-0100.001)                    5            $764.00          $3,820.00 
           HP LP1965 19-INCH TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                         5            $270.00          $1,350.00 
   186956  HP COMPAQ DC5700 MICROTOWER (07-O&F-0100.002)                    1            $764.00            $764.00 
           HP LP1965 19-INCH TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                         1            $270.00            $270.00 
   186957  HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP (07-O&F-100.005)                         4            $800.00          $3,200.00 
   186958  HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP (07-O&F-0700.009)                        4          $1,182.00          $4,728.00 
   186959  P&P-07-504.101 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  2          $1,182.00          $2,364.00 
   186960  P&P-07-504.101 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  1            $800.00            $800.00 
   186961  HP LP1706 17" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                14            $160.00          $2,240.00 
           P&P-07-504.103-HP DC5700 MICROTOWER, INTEL CORE 2               14            $406.00          $5,684.00 
   186962  HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                 6            $270.00          $1,620.00 
           P&P-07-504.103-HP DC5700 MICROTOWER, INTEL CORE 2                6            $764.00          $4,584.00 
   187004  HWY-07-506.001-HP COLOR LASER 5550DTN PRINTER                    1          $4,061.00          $4,061.00 
   187005  HWY-07-506.002-HP LASERJET 9040DN B&W PRINTER                    1          $3,045.00          $3,045.00 
   187142  HWY-07-506.019-HP COLOR LASER 5550DTN PRINTER                    1          $4,061.00          $4,061.00 
   187143  HP 75-SHEET ENVELOPE FEEDER                                      1            $214.00            $214.00 
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   187144  HWY-07-506.022-HP LASERJET 9040DN B&W PRINTER                    1          $3,045.00          $3,045.00 
   187145  HWY-07-506.023-HP LASERJET 9040DN B&W PRINTER                    1          $3,045.00          $3,045.00 
   187146  HWY-07-506.025-HP LASERJET 9040DN B&W PRINTER                    1          $3,045.00          $3,045.00 
   187147  HP 75-SHEET ENVELOPE FEEDER                                      1            $214.00            $214.00 
           HWY-07-506.029-HP LASERJET 4350DTN B&W PRINTER                   1          $2,011.00          $2,011.00 
   187148  HWY-07-506.030-HP LASERJET 9040DN B&W PRINTER                    1          $3,045.00          $3,045.00 
   187149  HWY-07-506.031-HP LASERJET 9040DN B&W PRINTER                    1          $3,045.00          $3,045.00 
   187150  HWY-07-506.008-HP COLOR LASER 5550DTN PRINTER                    1          $4,061.00          $4,061.00 
   187151  HWY-07-506.009-HP LASERJET 4350DTN B&W PRINTER                   1          $2,011.00          $2,011.00 
           HP 75-SHEET ENVELOPE FEEDER                                      1            $214.00            $214.00 
   187152  HWY-07-506.010-HP LASERJET 9040DN B&W PRINTER                    1          $3,045.00          $3,045.00 
   187153  HWY-07-506.017-HP COLOR LASER 5550DTN PRINTER                    1          $4,061.00          $4,061.00 
   187154  HWY-07-506.037-HP LASERJET 4350DTN B&W PRINTER                   1          $2,011.00          $2,011.00 
           HP 75-SHEET ENVELOPE FEEDER                                      1            $214.00            $214.00 
   187221  HP COMPAQ DC5700 MICROTOWER (07-O&F-0800.003)                    4          $1,130.00          $4,520.00 
           HP COLOR LASERJET 2600N PRINTER                                  4            $377.00          $1,508.00 
           HP LP1965 19-INCH TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                         8            $270.00          $2,160.00 
           HP SCANJET 4370 PHOTO SCANNER                                    3             $88.00            $264.00 
   187224  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                1            $446.00            $446.00 
   187234  HWY-07-506.026-HP COLOR LASER 5550DTN PRINTER                    1          $4,061.00          $4,061.00 
   187235  HWY-07-506.027-HP COLOR LASER 5550DTN PRINTER                    1          $4,061.00          $4,061.00 
   187236  HWY-07-506.015-HP LASERJET 4350DTN B&W PRINTER                   1          $2,011.00          $2,011.00 
           HP 75-SHEET ENVELOPE FEEDER                                      1            $214.00            $214.00 
   187360  HWY-07-504.072 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                 20            $800.00         $16,000.00 
   187370  HP LP1706 17" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                 1            $160.00            $160.00 
   187371  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                2            $446.00            $892.00 
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   187372  HP LP1965 19-INCH TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                         1            $270.00            $270.00 
   187373  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                1            $446.00            $446.00 
   187374  HP COLOR LASERJET 4700DN PRINTER (07-O&F-0700.014)               1          $1,845.00          $1,845.00 
           HP COLOR LASERJET 500-SHEET PAPER FEEDER                         1            $256.00            $256.00 
   187442  MTR-07-403.111- HP DC5700 MICROTOWER, INTEL CORE2               25            $771.00         $19,275.00 
           HP LP2065 20" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                25            $384.00          $9,600.00 
   187455  HWY-07-506.005-HP COLOR LASER 5550DTN PRINTER                    1          $4,061.00          $4,061.00 
   187457  HWY-07-506.006-HP COLOR LASER 5550DTN PRINTER                    1          $4,061.00          $4,061.00 
   187458  HWY-07-506.007-HP LASERJET 9040DN B&W PRINTER                    1          $3,045.00          $3,045.00 
   187459  HWY-07-506.040-HP DESIGNJET 4000 PLOTTER                         1          $8,074.00          $8,074.00 
   187460  HWY-07-506.039-HP DESIGNJET 4000 PLOTTER                         1          $8,074.00          $8,074.00 
   187524  HWY-07-506.043-HP DESIGNJET 4000 PLOTTER                         1          $8,074.00          $8,074.00 
   187525  HWY-07-506.016-HP LASERJET 9040DN B&W PRINTER                    1          $3,045.00          $3,045.00 
   187526  HWY-07-506.018-HP LASERJET 4350DTN B&W PRINTER                   1          $2,011.00          $2,011.00 
           HP 75-SHEET ENVELOPE FEEDER                                      1            $214.00            $214.00 
   187527  HWY-07-506.033-HP LASERJET 9040DN B&W PRINTER                    1          $3,045.00          $3,045.00 
   187528  HWY-07-506.036-HP LASERJET 9040DN B&W PRINTER                    1          $3,045.00          $3,045.00 
   187823  HP IPAQ HX2190 POCKE PC                                          1            $311.00            $311.00 
           512MB SD MEMORY                                                  1             $47.00             $47.00 
   187824  HP IPAQ HX2190 POCKE PC                                          1            $311.00            $311.00 
           512MB SD MEMORY                                                  1             $47.00             $47.00 
   187835  MTR-07-403.110 - HP/COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  1            $800.00            $800.00 
           MTR-07-403.110 - HP/COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  1          $1,250.00          $1,250.00 
   187836  MTR-07-409.001- HP DC5700 MICROTOWER, INTEL CORE2                8            $771.00          $6,168.00 
           HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                 2            $270.00            $540.00 
           HP LP2065 20" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                 6            $384.00          $2,304.00 
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   187840  HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                            22            $270.00          $5,940.00 
           HP LP2065 20" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                             1            $384.00            $384.00 
           PNY VERTO GEFORCE 7950GT  GRAPHICS ADAPTER PCIE,                12            $247.00          $2,964.00 
   187949  HP SCANJET 5590 SCANNER                                          5            $256.00          $1,280.00 
   188133  HP IPAQ HX2190 POCKE PC                                          1            $311.00            $311.00 
           512MB SD MEMORY                                                  1             $47.00             $47.00 
   188302  HWY-07-504.065-HP DESKJET 6980DT PRINTER                        30            $167.00          $5,010.00 
   188704  HWY-07-504.064 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  1            $800.00            $800.00 
   188778  O&F-07-200.009-GEFORCE7950GT 512PASSHEAT 570M DDR3               1            $295.11            $295.11 
           O&F-07-200.009-HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6600                 1          $2,325.00          $2,325.00 
   188800  HWY-07-504.075-HP DC5700 MICROTOWER, INTEL CORE 2                1            $764.00            $764.00 
           HP DESKJET 6980DT PRINTER                                        1            $167.00            $167.00 
           HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                 1            $270.00            $270.00 
   189149  HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                 1            $270.00            $270.00 
   189150  HWY-07-504.077-HP LP2465 24" LCD FLAT PANEL MONITO               1            $664.00            $664.00 
   189175  HP INKJET 2800 PRINTER                                           2            $461.00            $922.00 
           HP SCANJET 5590 SCANNER                                          5            $256.00          $1,280.00 
   189241  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                1            $446.00            $446.00 
   189242  HWY-07-504.076-HP LP2465 24" LCD FLAT PANEL MONITO               1            $664.00            $664.00 
   189316  HP INKJET 2800 PRINTER                                           1            $461.00            $461.00 
   189333  HP LP1965 19-INCH TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                         2            $270.00            $540.00 
   189337  HP LP2065 20" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                             2            $384.00            $768.00 
   189378  HP IPAQ HX2490 POCKE PC                                          2            $356.00            $712.00 
           512MB SD MEMORY                                                  1             $47.00             $47.00 
   189880  HP IPAQ HX2490 POCKE PC                                          1            $356.00            $356.00 
           512MB SD MEMORY                                                  1             $47.00             $47.00 
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   189883  P&P-07-504.143 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  1            $800.00            $800.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                             1            $270.00            $270.00 
           HP PORT REPLICATOR                                               1            $132.00            $132.00 
           HP USB KEYBOARD                                                  1             $21.00             $21.00 
           HP USB OPTICAL MOUSE                                             1             $13.00             $13.00 
   189884  MTR-07-401.06A - HP/COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  1          $1,250.00          $1,250.00 
   189885  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                2            $446.00            $892.00 
           HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                2            $446.00            $892.00 
   189887  HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP (07-O&F-0700.009)                        1          $1,182.00          $1,182.00 
   190102  HP OFFICEJET 7410 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                2            $446.00            $892.00 
   190288  HP INKJET 2800 PRINTER                                           1            $461.00            $461.00 
   190289  HP LP2065 20" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                             2            $384.00            $768.00 
   190290  HP SCANJET 5590 SCANNER                                          1            $256.00            $256.00 
   190292  HWY-07-504.078 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  2            $800.00          $1,600.00 
           HP DESKJET 6980DT PRINTER                                        2            $167.00            $334.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                             2            $270.00            $540.00 
           HP PORT REPLICATOR                                               2            $132.00            $264.00 
           HP USB KEYBOARD                                                  2             $21.00             $42.00 
           HP USB OPTICAL MOUSE                                             2             $13.00             $26.00 
   190293  HWY-07-504.079 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  2            $800.00          $1,600.00 
           HP DESKJET 6980DT PRINTER                                        2            $167.00            $334.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                             2            $270.00            $540.00 
           HP PORT REPLICATOR                                               2            $132.00            $264.00 
           HP USB KEYBOARD                                                  2             $21.00             $42.00 
           HP USB OPTICAL MOUSE                                             2             $13.00             $26.00 
   190295  HWY-07-505.020-HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6400                 1          $1,956.00          $1,956.00 
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   190295  HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                             1            $270.00            $270.00 
   190297  HWY-07-505.021-HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6400                 1          $1,956.00          $1,956.00 
           HP DESKJET 6980DT PRINTER                                        1            $167.00            $167.00 
           HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                             1            $270.00            $270.00 
   190300  HWY-07-504.072 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                 25            $800.00         $20,000.00 
   190301  HWY-07-504.072 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  1          $2,118.00          $2,118.00 
   190385  HP LP1965 19" FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                                 1            $270.00            $270.00 
   190547  HP OFFICEJET 7310 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA               28            $360.00         $10,080.00 
   190550  HP OFFICEJET 7310 MULTIFUNCTION PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                1            $360.00            $360.00 
   191100  HP OFFICEJET PRO L7580 MULTI. PRT./COPY/FAX/SCA                  1            $269.00            $269.00 
   191262  HP COLOR LASERJET 4700DTN PRINTER (O&F-07-300.016)               1          $2,800.00          $2,800.00 
   191361  HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                             1            $270.00            $270.00 
           O&F-07-700.016 - HP COMPAQ NC6320 LAPTOP, INTEL                  1            $800.00            $800.00 
   191362  HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL MONITOR                             1            $270.00            $270.00 
           PNY VERTO GEFORCE FX 5200 256MB DDR PCI DUAL VGA                 1             $57.99             $57.99 
   191540  HP IPAQ HX2490 POCKE PC                                          1            $316.00            $316.00 
   191615  HP LP1965 19" TFT FLAT PANEL DISPLAY                             4            $270.00          $1,080.00 
           O&F-07-200.011-HP XW4400, INTEL CORE 2 DUO E6320                 2          $2,306.00          $4,612.00 
   191636  HP LASERJET P2015 PRINTER                                        1            $337.00            $337.00 
                                           HUGHES NETWORK SYSTEMS 
   182540  EQUIPMENT FOR SATELLITE INTERNET                                 1          $2,167.86          $2,167.86 
                                           IMAGETEK INC 
   191584  07MTR0403.03A-BELL&HOWELL 8120DCI SPECTRUM XF SCAN               1         $22,999.00         $22,999.00 
                                           SURFACE SYSTEMS INC 
   184340  HWY-508.009-RWIS WEATHER STATION INCLUDING ALL                   1         $51,155.51         $51,155.51 
           HWY-508.010-RWIS WEATHER STATION INCLUDING ALL                   1         $49,902.51         $49,902.51 




 IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT 
 FY 2007 REVOLVING FUND PURCHASE ORDER REPORT 
 
 OBJ                                       VENDOR 
 ---                                       ------ 
   PONUM   EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION                                         QNTY               UNIT             AMOUNT 
   -----   ---------------------                                         ----               ----             ------ 
 707 -COMPUTERS & RELATED EQUIP.           SURFACE SYSTEMS INC 
   184340  HWY-508.012-RWIS WEATHER STATION INCLUDING ALL                   1         $59,817.00         $59,817.00 
           HWY-508.013-RWIS WEATHER STATION INCLUDING ALL                   1         $59,358.21         $59,358.21 
                                           XEROX CORP 
   185674  FY07 99-1610-774 MAKEREADY PC WRKSTATION                         1         $11,200.00         $11,200.00 
           FY07 99-1610-775 PROC MGR PC WRKSTATION                          1          $5,000.00          $5,000.00 
 
 *TOTAL OBJ 707 -COMPUTERS & RELATED EQUIP. 
                                                                        1,869                         $2,060,159.30 
 
 
 TOTAL                                                                                               $11,582,283.73 
 
